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MECHANISTIC STUDIES ON THE ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF GLUTATHONE
AND HOMOCYSTEINE
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Major Director:

Julio C. Alvarez, Ph.D., Department of Chemistry

This research work has investigated the electrochemistry of glutathione (GSH)
and homocysteine (HCSH) in order to develop sensors for these biological thiols.
Ru(bpy)33+ and IrCl62− have been used as mediators for the electrooxidation of GSH and
HCSH because direct oxidation of these thiols is slow at most conventional electrodes.
The electrochemical detection of GSH and HCSH has been pursued because of their
biological roles.
Concerted proton electron transfer (CPET) and stepwise proton electron transfer
(PT/ET) pathways have been observed in the electrooxidation of GSH and HCSH.
Oxidation of GSH by Ru(bpy)33+ carried out in deuterated and undeuterated buffered (pH
= pD = 5.0) and unbuffered solutions (pH = pD 5.0−9.0) indicates a CPET pathway. At
pH 7.0 buffered solution, the involvement of the buffer was obvious, with rate increasing
as the buffer concentration increases − an indication of a general base catalysis. The
oxidation of GSH by IrCl62− follows through CPET at pH 7.0 when the optimum

concentration of the buffer is established. The plot of the rate vs. buffer concentration
gave a curvature at lower buffer concentration and then a plateau at higher concentration,
which implies a change in the rate determining step as the buffer concentration increases.
At lower buffer concentration, proton transfer was seen to be the rate determining step as
the reduction current increases upon scan rate increase.
In the oxidation of HCSH by IrCl62−, CPET was observed at pH = pD values of
7.0 and 8.0, whereas PT/ET was seen at pH = pD values of 9.0 and 10. Increase in the
buffer concentration at pH 7.0 revealed the contribution of the buffer, in that, the
oxidation proceeds more efficiently, seeing that the catalytic peak current shifts more
negatively and the peak broadness diminishes. Increase in the temperature for the
electrooxidation of HCSH resulted in increase in the rate.

1
1.0 OVERVIEW

The presence of glutathione, an antioxidant, in the cellular system has afforded
defense from deleterious substances produced in the biological cell [1]. Amongst the
deleterious substances are the reactive oxygen species (free radicals) [1,2]. In addition to
antioxidant defense, glutathione plays important roles in DNA and protein syntheses, cell
proliferation and apoptosis, and immune response [1]. Reactive oxygen species are
generated during oxidative stress – which is a condition in which there is imbalance
between the production of reactive oxygen species and a biological system’s ability to
readily detoxify the reactive intermediates or easily repair the consequent damage [1].
Thus, the function of glutathione is to reduce these species before any damage is done
within the cell. The functional group conferring this antioxidative activity on glutathione
is its thiol (−SH) [2]. During the inactivation of the reactive oxygen species, glutathione
acts as an electron donor, as well as a proton donor, while it is oxidized as a result.
Deficiency or decrease in the amount of glutathione in the cell has been associated with
diseases like cancer, inflammation, seizure, cystic fibrosis, heart attack, diabetes, liver
disease, kwashiorkor, infection, stroke, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases [2, 3],
AIDs [4], HIV [4-8], hemolytic anemia [9-12], Wilson disease [11, 12]. Due to the
importance of glutathione in the cellular fluid, this research has sought to further
understand its role in order to develop a sensor for it. On the other hand, homocysteine
(HCSH), another biological thiol, poses a threat to the cellular system when its
concentration is high, leading to cardiovascular disease and stroke in humans [13-15].
In order to develop sensors for both glutathione and homocysteine, complete
understanding of their oxidation mechanism must be obtained. This work is divided into
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three specific aims: i) understanding the oxidation mechanism of glutathione by tris(2,2′bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium (III) hexahydrate (Ru(bpy)33+), ii) understanding the
oxidation mechanism of glutathione by potassium hexachloroiridate (IV) (IrCl62−), iii)
understanding the oxidation mechanism of homocysteine by potassium hexachloroiridate
(IV). These specific aims are steps toward the development and design of glutathione and
homocysteine sensors.

1.1 Glutathione
Glutathione (GSH) is the most abundant low-molecular weight thiol in the
antioxidant cellular defense, being found in the millimolar range (0.5−10 mM) [1, 16]. It
is a tripeptide (γ-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine), composed of glutamate, cysteine, and
glycine [1, 16, 17]. Most of the cellular GSH (85-90%) is present in the cytosol, where it
is synthesized, with the remainder in many organelles [18]. It has long been established
that the presence of cysteine (CSH) residue in GSH makes it readily oxidized
nonenzymatically to (glutathione radical (GS•), which then reacts with another GS• to
yield) glutathione disulfide (GSSG) by electrophilic substances (e.g., free radicals [19,
20], reactive oxygen/nitrogen species [21, 22] and metal ions [23, 24], Equation 1. The
ratio of reduced (GSH) to disulfide (GSSG) glutathione is approximately 100:1 in the
cytosol [25]. Disulfide bond formation is disfavored in this highly reducing environment.
Nonetheless, in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) where disulfide bond formation occurs,
the ratio of GSH:GSSG is much more oxidizing at approximately 3:1 [25]. The efflux of
GSSG from cells contributes to a net loss of intracellular GSH. Cellular GSH
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concentrations are greatly reduced in response to protein malnutrition, oxidative stress,
and many pathological conditions [18, 26].

GSH

-e−
−H

+

GS•

½GSSG

(1)

Glutathione content changes in response of a cell to a stress. In the reactions that
protect the cell by eliminating the deleterious substance, GSH is first consumed, and is
then replenished through either enzymatic reduction of a disulfide by NADPH-dependent
glutathione reductase, when that is made possible, or by de novo synthesis [16].

1.1.1 Glutathione Redox Couple (GSH/GSSG)
The GSH/GSSG redox couple is a redox regulator ensuring redox buffering in a
living cell in the ER and cytosol [25, 27, 28]. Its redox potential has been reported to be
−0.263 V (vs. NADP+/NADPH) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.07, 25oC [29], which is
equivalent to the cytosolic redox potential where it is synthesized [25]. While most
glutathione is in its reduced state, it must be oxidized to enable passage through the
phospholipids bilayer into the ER [30-33] and probably likewise to the mitochondria [34,
35]. The ratio 3:1 of the reduced and oxidized forms of glutathione is estimated to
maintain the ER redox potential at −0.18 V [25]. Four pH-active functional groups are
found in reduced GSH (Figure 1A). The glutamyl and glycyl carboxylic groups have
pKa’s 2.34 and 3.48, respectively, the sulfhydryl group is 8.62, and the ammonium group
is 9.43 [36]. The glutathione disulfide possesses six ionizable groups (Figure 1B): four
carboxylic (pKa’s 1.99, 2.68, 3.19, and 4.04) and two ammonium (pKa’s 8.46 and 9.15)
groups [37].
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Figure 1. Structures of glutathione, A (GSH) and glutathione disulfide, B (GSSG).

1.1.2 Glutathione Biosynthesis
The synthesis of GSH from its constituent amino acids is both constitutive and
regulated, and results from the concerted effort of two cytosolic ATP-dependent
enzymes: γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase (GCS) and GSH synthetase (GS) (Figure 2).
This pathway occurs in virtually all cell types, with the liver being the major producer
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and exporter of GSH [1]. In the reaction of the first enzyme, GCS, the γ-carboxyl group
of glutamate reacts with the amino group of cysteine to form a peptide γ-linkage. Because
the affinity and activity of GSH synthetase is high, GSH synthesis is favored, although γglutamyl-cysteine can be a substrate for γ-glutamylcyclotransferase, which converts it
into cysteine and 5-oxoproline [26, 38]. In the de novo synthesis of GSH, γglutamylcysteine synthetase is the rate-limiting enzyme [16, 18].
However, cysteine has recently been said to be a limiting amino acid in the
synthesis of GSH in humans, rats, pigs, and chickens [39-41]. The uptake of cysteine by
cells increases the intracellular GSH concentrations [18]. Increase in the supply of
cysteine or its precursors (e.g., cystine, N-acetyl-cysteine, and L-2-oxothiazolidine-4carboxylate) via oral or intravenous administration enhances GSH synthesis and prevents
GSH deficiency in humans and animals under various nutritional and pathological
conditions (including protein malnutrition, adult respiratory distress syndrome, HIV, and
AIDS) [2]. In addition, dietary methionine can replace cysteine to support GSH synthesis
in vivo, because cysteine can be generated from methionine catabolism [1].
Extracellularly and intracellularly generated glutamate can be used for the
synthesis of GSH [42]. Plasma glutamate is chiefly derived from its de novo synthesis
and protein degradation [1]. Glutamate regulates the synthesis of GSH through two
mechanisms: 1) the uptake of cystine, and 2) the prevention of GSH inhibition of GCS
[1]. When the extracellular glutamate concentrations are high, cystine uptake is
competitively inhibited by glutamate, resulting in reduced GSH synthesis [43]; whereas,
when intracellular glutamate concentrations are unusually high GSH synthesis is
enhanced and its concentration is particularly high [26].
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Figure 2. Glutathione synthesis and utilization in animals. Enzymes that catalyze the indicated
reactions are: 1) -glutamyl transpeptidase, 2) -glutamyl cyclotransferase, 3) 5-oxoprolinase, 4)
-glutamyl-cysteine synthetase, 5) glutathione synthetase, 6) dipeptidase, 7) glutathione
peroxidase, 8) glutathione reductase, 9) superoxide dismutase, 10) BCAA transaminase
(cytosolic and mitochondrial), 11) glutaminase, 12) glutamate dehydrogenase, 13)
glutamine:fructose-6-phosphate transaminase (cytosolic), 14) nitric oxide synthase, 15)
glutathione S-transferase, 16) NAD(P)H oxidase and mitochondrial respiratory complexes, 17)
glycolysis, 18) glutathione-dependent thioldisulfide or thioltransferase or nonenzymatic
reaction, 19) transsulfuration pathway, 20) deacylase, and 21) serine hydroxymethyltransferase.
Abbreviations: AA, amino acids; BCKA, branched-chain -ketoacids; GlcN-6-P, glucosamine6-phosphate; GS-NO, glutathione-nitric oxide adduct; KG, -ketoglutarate; LOO·, lipid peroxyl
radical; LOOH, lipid hydroperoxide; NAC, N-acetylcysteine; OTC, L-2-oxothiazolidine-4carboxylate; R·, radicals; R, nonradicals; R-5-P, ribulose-5-phosphate; X, electrophilic
xenobiotics. (Taken from reference [1]).
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The second enzyme, GS, necessary for de novo biosynthesis of GSH is
responsible for the addition of glycine to γ-glutamyl-cysteine produced by GCS to form
GSH, γ-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine [16]. The availability of glycine – the last amino acid
for the complete synthesis of GSH – may be reduced in response to protein malnutrition,
sepsis, and inflammatory stimuli [44, 45].

1.1.3 Role of Glutathione in Heme Biosynthesis
GSH has proven to exhibit a profound role in the cellular oxidative stress, its
deficiency or decrease in the cellular concentrations has been associated with various
cellular diseases, and its de novo biosynthesis from glutamate, cysteine, and glycine
occurs in the cytosol. Besides, GSH functions in the production of heme because of its
role in iron metabolism [46]. The terminal step in heme biosynthesis is chelation of iron
by protoporphyrin [47]. Iron (II) reacts with porphyrin to form hemes, whereas Fe(III)
does not under nonreducing conditions; however, GSH activates the formation of heme
from Fe(III) and porphyrin by reducing Fe(III) to Fe(II) [48-50]. Heme formation from
Fe(II) is inhibited by GSH [51] because it competes with the porphyrin for Fe(II) [52]. If
peradventure, iron dechelates from the heme as a consequence of oxidation to Fe(III),
then GSH would be able to reduce the “free iron” and solubilize it so that heme could be
readily reconstituted [52].

1.2 Cysteine
Cysteine (CSH) is a sulfur-containing amino acid which possesses thiol (−SH)
functionality (Figure 3A). It is a component of glutathione; thus, functions as a cellular
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antioxidant. It is readily oxidized to its disulfide form, cystine (CSSC) (Figure 3B), in
oxygenated cellular solutions [1]. The plasma concentration of cysteine (10-25 µM) is
lower than that of cystine (50-150 µM) [1]. Cysteine and cystine are transported by
distinct membrane carriers, though cells efficiently transport one more than the other
[18]. Certain cells have little or no ability for direct transport of extracellular cystine.
However, GSH that moves from the liver can reduce cystine to cysteine on the outer cell
membrane, so that cysteine can be absorbed. Whereas, other cells can absorb cystine and
reduce it intracellularly to cysteine (Figure 2) [1].
The cysteine/cystine redox pair is a ubiquitous buffering redox couple [28, 53].
The redox potential of cysteine is reported as −0.245 V (vs. NADP+/NADPH) [29]; thus,
cellular reducing conditions normally favor the presence of cysteine in animal cells [1].
Cysteine consists of three pH-active functional groups: carboxylic, thiol, and ammonium
groups. The pKa of the thiol is 8.30 [54]. The cysteine disulfide, cystine, has four
ionizable groups (two amino and two carboxylic groups). The redox modulation of
cysteine containing proteins results in the formation of intra- and intermolecular disulfide
bonds. These modifications can activate or inactivate proteins due to the changes in the
conformation of the protein binding sites [55].
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Figure 3. Structures of cysteine, A (CSH) and cystine, B (CSSC).

Studies have recently supported the view that cysteine may be the limiting amino
acid for the biosynthesis of GSH in humans [39-41]. However, cysteine may be
biosynthesized in various ways in the cell as shown in Figure 2. Besides, increase in the
supply of cysteine or its precursors (e.g., cystine, N-acetyl-cysteine, and

L-2-

oxothiazolidine-4-carboxylate) via oral or intravenous administration will lead to increase
in the cellular cysteine [2].

1.3 Homocysteine
Homocysteine (HCSH) is a homologue of naturally-occurring amino acid,
cysteine, differing in that its side-chain contains an additional methylene (−CH2−) group
before the thiol (Figure 4). Also, its similarity to the protein amino acid, methionine,
enables it to enter the protein biosynthesis [13]. However, HCSH cannot complete the
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protein biosynthetic pathway and is edited by conversion to HCSH-thiolactone, a reaction
catalyzed by methionyl-transfer RNA synthetase [13]. HCSH has been known a risk
factor for cardiovascular disease and stroke in humans [13-15]. The toxicity of which has
been ascribed to the formation of HCSH-thiolactone (tHCSH), which was shown to
acylate protein lysine side chains in an irreversible manner [13, 56-59]. Nutrients, such as
folic acid, vitamins B6 and B12 have been shown to involve in the pathways of HCSH
degradation [14, 15].

O
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Figure 4. Structures of Homocysteine (A) and Homocysteine thiolactone (B).
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Metabolism of Homocysteine: Metabolism of amino acid methionine, a limiting
amino acid in the synthesis of many proteins, involves in the production of essential
nutrients for the optimal functioning of the cardiovascular, skeletal, and nervous system
[15]. Homocysteine is an intermediate product of methionine metabolism and is itself
metabolized by two pathways (Figure 5): the re-methylation pathway which regenerates
methionine, and the trans-sulfuration pathway which degrades HCSH into CSH and then
taurine [15]. The re-methylation pathway is comprised of two intersecting biochemical
pathways and results in the transfer of a methyl group (−CH3) to HCSH by either
methylcobalamin or betaine (trimethylglycine) [15].

ABBREVIATIONS
SAM : S-adenosylmethionine
SAH: S-adenosylhomocysteine
5-methyl THF: 5-methyltetrahydrofolate
THF: Tetrahydrofolate
DMG: Dimethylglycine
P5P: Pyridoxal 5′-phosphate (vitamin B6)

Figure 5. Homocysteine Metabolism. (Taken from reference [15]).
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1.4 Oxidation of Glutathione (GSH)
Due to the significant role GSH plays in cellular systems during oxidative stress,
and its association with various pathological conditions [1], many researchers have been
interested in the study of glutathione chemistry [19-22, 60-80]. In addition, there has been
interest in the determination of glutathione analytically in order to develop its analytical
sensor [75-79, 81-84]. The works that have been done to understand the chemistry of
glutathione have targeted the thiol functionality either through oxidation by an
electrophile or reaction with a reactant to form a covalent bond. Both electrochemical and
non-electrochemical methods have been used for this process and will be discussed.

1.4.1 Reaction with Metal Ions
GSH is a polydentate ligand, offering its potential binding sites, i.e., two
carboxylate oxygens, an amino nitrogen, a sulfhdryl group, and two amide groups (Figure
1A) [46]. The structure of GSH is such that all its potential binding sites cannot be
simultaneously coordinated to the same metal ion and consequently its coordination
chemistry is characterized by the formation of protonated and polynuclear complexes [23,
24]. The oxidation of GSH by O2 is catalyzed by traces of metal ions such as Cu(II),
Fe(III), Co(II), Mn(II), and Cr(IV). The simultaneous reduction of the metal ion alters its
reactivity with cellular components [23, 46]. The coordination chemistry of GSH is of
vital importance as it serves as a model system for the binding of metal ions by larger
peptide and protein molecules, and that metal-GSH complexes are involved in the
toxicology of several metals [85, 86]. Because of the high affinity of sulfur for many
metals, GSH may be involved in their uptake and excretion [85, 86]; and almost certainly
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will be involved in their intracellular coordination chemistry (for reviews, see [23, 24]).
Only three of the metal ions will be discussed below.
Copper: The complexation of Cu(II) by GSH may be involved in the metabolism
of both Cu(II) and GSH [86, 87]. The hemolytic anemia [9-12] that typically
accompanies copper toxicity is usually accounted for by Cu(II) catalyzed oxidation of
GSH and by inhibition of glutathione reductase [86, 88-90]. Both interactions reduce the
ability of GSH to protect the cells from damage by reactive oxygen species generated in
the cellular processes [23].
It is complicated to characterize the complexation of Cu(II) by GSH because of
the ease with which it catalyzes the oxidation of sulfhydryl groups [91, 92].
Spectrophotometric studies have been performed, which indicate that at Cu:GSH ratios
less than 0.5, all the copper is associated with the sulfhydryl group, possibly as GSCuSG,
while some Cu is associated with the peptide bonds at higher ratios [93]. In solutions of
GSH and Cu(II), similar conclusions have been reached with the use of 1H NMR [23].
The equation 2 below gives the reaction stoichiometry of the reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I)
by GSH [36]:

2Cu(II) + 2GS−

2Cu(I) + GSSG

(2)

Iron: Oxidation of GSH by Fe(III) and iron-catalyzed oxidation of GSH by
molecular oxygen have been studied, and the nature of the Fe-GSH interactions in both
reactions has been investigated [49, 50, 52, 94, 95]. Mössbauer spectroscopy and fastreaction kinetic techniques have been used for the study of GSH oxidation by Fe(III)
[95]. Under anaerobic conditions, GSH reduces Fe(III) to Fe(II) (Equation 3).
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In this reaction, complex formation and electron transfer are thought to be
involved in the overall mechanism (Figure 6) [95]. Stopped-flow kinetic experiments
have shown that there are rapid initial binding and electron transfer leading to the blue
intermediate (complex I), and that the rate limiting step in the second-order process is the
formation of the complex. In the step 2, the blue intermediate complex decays to the final
product, in which the iron was determined on frozen solutions to be Fe(II) by Mössbauer
spectroscopy. Since GSH is the reducing species, the other product was assumed to be
GSSG [49].

2Fe(III) + 2GS−

2Fe(II) + GSSG

(3)

The overall reaction for the iron-catalyzed oxidation of GSH by molecular oxygen
is shown in Equation 4. The first step involves the reaction of Fe(III) with GSH to
produce Fe(II), which then forms a complex with another molecule of GSH. This
Fe(II)−GSH complex reacts with oxygen to form a red complex that undergoes an
autocatalytic oxidation of the thiol [50].

2GS− + O2 + 2H+

H2O2 + GSSG

(4)
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Fe(III) + GS−
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Figure 6. Reaction scheme proposed for the oxidation of GSH by Fe(III). (Taken from
reference [50])

Platinum: A good example of a Platinum (Pt) compound that reacts with GSH is
cis-Dichlorodiammineplatinum (II) (cisplatin), which is a widely used chemotherapeutic
agent towards human tissues [96]. Its two chloro ligands are relatively labile and can be
replaced by water molecules or hydroxide ions. Platinum (II) is a “soft” Lewis acid and
as a result is expected to have a high affinity for sulfur ligands. There have been reports
of cisplatin reaction with GSH and other sulfur-containing molecules [97-100]. In a study
performed with a solution containing GSH:Pt(II) ratio of 2:1, a complex with a
GSH:Pt(II) ratio of 2:1 was obtained [98]. The investigation of the complex with infra red
(IR) spectrophotometer showed no SH band, which is indicative of the formation of a
Pt−S bond. Elemental analysis showed that all four of the original ligands in cisplatin
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have been displaced. GSH in this reaction with cisplatin coordinates as a bidentate
ligands, chelating to Pt(II) via its sulfur and the amide nitrogen of the glutamyl residue. It
is postulated that coordination of Pt(II) to sulfur at a site vacated by a chloro ligand
labilizes the trans ammine ligand, facilitating the binding of the second GSH ligand. The
proposed complexation reactions and the binding scheme proposed for the bis complex
are shown in Figure 6 [98].
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Figure 7. Reaction scheme proposed for the complexation of GSH by cisplatin. (Taken from
reference [98])

1.4.2 Reaction with Radicals
Non-electrochemical methods for the study of GSH chemistry have been done by
reaction with radicals [20, 22]:
Chlorine Dioxide Radical: The chlorine dioxide radical (ClO2•) is a powerful
one-electron oxidant known for its proclivity to oxidize inorganic [101-104] and organic
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species [105]. The oxidation of GSH by ClO2• has been studied under pseudo-first order
conditions with excess GSH from pH 3.0−6.0 and µ = 1.0 M. It is reported that there is
decay of ClO2• in the presence of GSH as observed at 359 nm, which indicates the
oxidation of GSH by ClO2•. There is a linearity of the first-order rate constant with
increasing substrate concentration at constant pH. It was suggested that a sharp increase
in the observed rate constant will ensue with increasing the pH due to the formation of
the reactive glutathione anion (GS−) by deprotonation of the thiol [22]. Equations 5−7 are
used to describe the ClO2• oxidation of GSH. The rate-determining step (Equation 6) is an
electron transfer from GS− to ClO2• to form GS• and chlorite (ClO2−). Equation 7 involves
a rapid coupling reaction between the GS• and a second equivalent of ClO2• [22]. Thiol
group of GSH is reported to be the target of ClO2• based on similarity between the
second-order rate constants in the ClO2• oxidation of GSH and CSH [22].
Oxidation of GSH by chlorite (ClO2−) was described to show similar behavior as
the ClO2− oxidation of CSH [22]. Though ClO2− can oxidize GSH, but that is
approximately six orders of magnitude slower than the reaction of ClO2• with GSH as
observed. This study [22] that the reactivity of S−H group decreases above pH 7.0, under
pseudo-first order conditions with GSH in excess, as the pKa value of the S−H group is
approached.

GSH

GS− + H+

GS− + ClO2•
GS• + ClO2•

fast

(5)

GS• + ClO2−

(6)

product

(7)
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Hydroxyl and thiyl Radicals: The generation and reactivity of some of the free
radicals produced have been studied by pulse radiolysis [106-108]. Most of these studies
have focused on the formation (e.g., by reaction with •OH radicals) and the reaction of the
formed thiyl radicals, RS•. The suggested predominant reaction mechanisms in these
studies are due to either (a) hydrogen transfer from the thiol to organic free radicals, R¹•,
and/or (b) competition between thiol and organic molecules for the oxidizing •OH
radicals, which means, competition among reactions in the Equations 8, 10, and 13.

RSH + •OH

RS• + H2O

(8)

RSH + OH−

RS− + H2O

(9)

RS− + •OH

RS• + OH−

(10)

RS• + RS−

RSSR−

(11)

R¹• + RSH

R¹H + RS•

(12)

R¹H + •OH

R¹• + H2O

(13)

A weak transient absorption found in the region of 300-400 nm, with a rising
absorption below ~300 nm in the reaction of •OH with GSH were said to be produced via
reaction 8 and thus, assigned to the thiyl (RS•) radicals [20]. The rate of the thiyl radicals
decay (1.5 × 109 M−1s−1) was found to be relatively high to produce presumably RSSR
[20]. The studies on the reaction of thiyl radicals with RSH and RS− have been
performed, and thiyl radicals produced via reactions 8 and 10 react with RS− to produce
RSSR− according to Equations 11 and 14.
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RS• + RSH

RSSR− + H+

(14)

The rate constant for the reaction of thiyl radicals with RSH was evaluated by
monitoring the formation of the 410 nm band under pH conditions where either RSH or
RS− is the predominant species. In alkaline solution where >90% of the RSH is present as
RS−, k(RS• + RS−) > 109 M−1s−1, except in the case of GSH, amongst other thiols [20].
The reason for this was explained in part on the basis of the overall charges of the RS•
and RS− species. For example, cysteamine, for which the RS• and RS− charges are 0 and
−1, respectively, exhibits the highest rate (8.0 × 109 M−1s−1) while GSH (6.2 × 108
M−1s−1) , for which the corresponding charges are −2 and −3, is more than an order of
magnitude slower [20].

1.4.3 Electrochemical Reaction of Glutathione
The use of electrochemical methods for the analysis of GSH is a more attractive
option because they are inexpensive, highly sensitive, and have long-term reliability and
reproducibility. The electrochemical detection of sulfur-containing compounds has been
investigated using carbon, platinum, mercury, and gold as working electrodes [110-113].
Different electrochemical techniques have been employed in the electroanalysis and
determination of GSH as discussed below.
Modified Electrodes: Direct electrochemical oxidation of GSH at conventional
electrodes is slow [76, 114], and strong adsorption is inherent; therefore, the use of
modified electrodes has been employed. Examples of these modified electrodes are
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boron-doped diamond (BDD) [82, 115] and well-aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) [76]
electrodes. Other types of modified electrodes for the oxidation of GSH and other thiols,
can also be obtained from these references [75, 77, 79-81, 84, 116-119].
BDD is a thin film, a new material, which has many physical and electronic
properties [82]. The use of BDD as an electrode substrate is due to its four main
properties: wide potential in aqueous solutions [120], low background currents [121],
long term stability [122], and low sensitivity to dissolved oxygen [123, 124]. BDD was
shown to be better than glassy carbon electrode (GCE) for its low and stable background
current [82]. BDD has been described to be non-polar, and suffers less adsorption of
polar molecules [125]. The electrooxidation of GSH showed that peak potential shifted
positively with increasing sweep rate and the current response was linear with the square
root of the scan rate. Tafel plot revealed that the reaction involves one electron transfer,
and it is the rate determing step (RDS) [82].
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are new carbon materials which have been given much
attention due to their nanometer size and interesting versatility, such as,
nanobioelectronics [126] and biosensors [127]. CNTs have been utilized as electrodes to
promote the electron transfer reactions of a wide range of biological species [128-131]. In
the electrochemical oxidation of GSH, there is no observed oxidation peak at GCE, but
there is at CNTs. Overview, CNTs have provided fast response time (within 5 s), high
sensitivity (254.8 nA cm−2 µM−1) and low detection limit (0.2 µM) [76].
Bare Electrodes: Oxidation of GSH, including thiols, does not occur readily at
some unmodified conventional electrode surfaces without the use of homogeneous
mediator. The oxidation of biological thiols by vanadium and ruthenium compounds as
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solution mediators has been reported [83]. The vanadium compound (Amavadine) was
said to be an effective mediator for thiols in aqueous solution at glassy carbon electrode,
while ruthenium compounds in DMSO [83]. In each case, the thiol is oxidized at the
potential of the mediator itself.
GSH has been oxidized at GCE in aqueous solution by amavadine, yielding
enhancement in the anodic current and a correspondingly decrease in cathodic current of
the mediator. This suggests a catalytic cycling of the mediator − the evidence of a true
effect of a mediator. The oxidation peak of GSH at the bare GCE was not observed. It
can be said that the applied potential at which GSH is oxidized can be adjusted by the
choice of mediator. Besides, the oxidation of cysteine (CSH) at unmodified GCE has
been reported with octacyanomolybdate (V) and (ferrocenylmethyl)trimethylammonium
in aqueous solutions [114, 132].

1.5 Proton-Coupled Electron Transfer
Proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) where proton and electron transfers
involve different molecular centers is of much active attention [133-144], as it is
important in a variety of chemical and biological processes [145, 146]. These reaction
processes can occur by concerted or stepwise mechanisms. The stepwise mechanism
includes initial proton transfer followed by electron transfer (PT/ET), and initial ET
followed by PT (ET/PT). It has been suggested that reactions in which proton and
electron transfers occur in one single kinetic step be termed “concerted proton electron
transfer” (CPET) [140]. Concerted mechanism in this context means that the reactants
proceed to products without the formation of a reaction intermediate. This definition is
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illustrated by the square schemes in Figure 8 (GSH is given as an example), where
horizontal lines refer to proton transfer (PT) and the vertical lines to electron transfer
(ET). CPET is a diagonal process, and is to be contrasted with stepwise pathways
(PT/ET, Red; ET/PT, Blue) that involve mechanistically distinct ET and PT steps with an
intermediate [133, 134]. The definition of PCET has been made to encompass both
hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) and other kinds of concerted electron/proton transfers
[133, 134].
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Figure 8. Square scheme for the CPET, PT/ET and ET/PT.
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Explanation for CPET has been given that in most practical situations where
CPET occurs within an intermolecular hydrogen-bonded complex, the proton activation
barrier is significant, i.e., much higher than the proton vibrational ground state. In most
cases, the resonance energy is small compared to the proton activation barrier. While a
proton is heavier than an electron, the proton is light enough to tunnel through this
significant barrier (Figure 9) [141]. Studies on distinguishing CPET from ET/PT or
PT/ET have been reported based on reactions in both H2O and D2O [133, 134, 140, 141].
Depending on the oxidant and substrate, the kinetic isotope effect is said to be above 1.6
[133, 140].

Figure 9. Potential energy profile for electrochemical CPETs. (Taken from reference
[141])
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1.6 General Acid/Base Catalysis
Proton transfer catalysis by Brønsted acids and bases is a recurring theme in
organic reaction mechanisms [147-153]. Considerable interest has been given to this form
of catalysis in physical organic chemistry for its mechanistic role. The simplest Brønsted
species, H3O+ and OH−, are termed specific catalysts and the rest, generally

donated

HA and A−, are termed general [147]. The relationship between the effectiveness of an
acid catalyst and its catalyzed rate constant is described by the Brønsted equation, the
original free energy relationship [148]. The acid (HA) form of the Brønsted equation is
usually given in its logarithmic form,

log kHA = αlog KHA + b (15)
k = rate constant of the catalytic step,
KHA = dissociation constant of the acid, HA,
α = Brønsted coefficient (normally 0 < α < 1). α indicates the sensitivity of the
catalytic step for changes in the strength of the acid, HA (pKa).
A plot of log kHA against log KHA gives a slope of α; α indicates to what extent a proton is
transferred from the acid to the substrate in the transition state:
α = 1: Every change in acid strength fully affects catalysis. The proton is (almost)
completely transferred to the substrate in the transition state.
α = 0: The reaction is insensitive to changes in acid strength. All acids catalyze the
reaction equally strongly (log kHA = constant). The proton is hardly transferred in the
transition state of the reaction.
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α = 0.5: The proton is transferred halfway between the acid anion A– and the substrate in
the transition state (TS): A–····H+····S, symmetrical TS.
There is also a Brønsted relation for general base catalysis (GBC):

log kB = −βlog KHB+ + b

(16)

The Brønsted coefficient, β, has the same meaning as α for general acid catalysis (GAC).
Here are a few references for general base catalysis [149-153]. Figure 10 gives an
example of the mechanism of general base catalysis in the oxidation of GSH by IrCl62−.
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Figure 10. General base catalysis of glutathione oxidation by potassium hexachloroiridate
(IV).

1.7 Electrochemical Method: Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry is a versatile electroanalytical technique used in electrochemistry for
the study of nonelectroactive species in a coupled reaction. Its versatility and ease of use
have rendered it useful in electrochemistry, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, and
biochemistry [154]. Furthermore, it can be used to investigate electrode surfaces,
adsorption process on electrode surfaces, complicated electrode reactions, and to
determine the mechanism and rates of electron transfer [155a-c].
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1.7.1 Electrochemical Oxidation of Ru(bpy)32+
Figure 11 shows the voltammetric response obtained for the electrochemical oxidation of
1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ to Ru(bpy)33+ and corresponding reduction of Ru(bpy)33+ to
Ru(bpy)32+ at glassy carbon electrode (area = 0.06 cm2), with Pt-wire acting as counter
electrode and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode. A typical electrochemical cell is shown in
Figure 12. At the start of the scan (0.80 V), only nonfaradaic current flows, that is, no
electron is transferred from the Ru(bpy)32+ to the electrode. As the electrode potential
goes above ~0.95 V, the oxidation of Ru(bpy)32+ to Ru(bpy)33+ begins and current starts
to flow. As the potential continues to grow more positive, the current increases as a result
of decrease in the surface concentration of Ru(bpy)32+, until the Ru(bpy)32+ concentration
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Figure 11. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ in 50 mM
PBS/0.1 M NaCl, pH 5.0 at 100 mV/s. Glassy carbon working electrode
(0.06 cm2), Pt-wire counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl reference
electrode. CV is background subtracted.
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at the surface drops nearly to zero. At this point, an anodic current flows and peaks at
~1.12 V. The scan is reversed at 1.25 V, and a large concentration of reducible
Ru(bpy)33+ in the electrode’s vicinity begins to be reduced.

Ru(bpy)32+

Ru(bpy)33+ + e−

(17)

As the potential in the reversed scan grows more negative, the reduction of
Ru(bpy)33+ back to Ru(bpy)32+ is favored. At this point, a cathodic current flows and
peaks at 1.06 V. From the CV, the E½ is 1.09 V and the voltammetry is reversible with
∆Ep = 59 mV. Equation 17 illustrates the reaction mechanism.

Ag/Ag+ Reference
Gas Purge
Working

Pt Wire
Counter

Figure 12. Typical three
electrode cell.
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2.0 ELECTROCATALYTIC OXIDATION OF GLUTATHIONE BY TRIS(2,2′BIPYRIDYL)DICHLORORUTHENIUM (III) HEXAHYDRATE
2.1 Introduction
The biological importance of glutathione (GSH) and its mechanism of oxidation
during cellular oxidative stress bring about interest in its electroanalysis. This work
reports the kinetic modulation of homogenous proton-coupled electron transfer in the
mediated oxidation of naturally occurring thiols, glutathione (GSH) and cysteine (CSH)
by electrogenerated Ru(bpy)33+, on glassy carbon electrodes in aqueous solution. Two
different kinetic regimes were discovered by varying the pH and/or the pKa of the buffer
acting as the proton acceptor. The evidence indicates that in the first regime, when no
“suitable” proton acceptor is available other than H2O, the mediated oxidation of GSH
and CSH is dominated by a concerted (CPET) pathway. In the second regime, the
presence of a base with a suitable pKa, allows the voltammetric response to be controlled
by what is suggested as a stepwise pathway (PT/ET) mechanism. The most significant
and unique aspect of this work in comparison to previous research on PET [133, 135-138,
140, 142, 143] is that the two major mechanisms that appear to control the protonelectron transfer (PET) for these thiols, can be studied individually because their
voltammetric features are conspicuously different. The evidence that is presented herein
to support the claim of discriminating CPET from PT/ET in the mediated oxidation of
GSH and CSH by electrogenerated Ru(bpy)33+ is: i) By maintaining a constant pH but
changing

the

base/acid

components

(HPO42−/H2PO4−

and

[OHCH2]3CNH3OH/[OHCH2]3CNH3Cl) of the buffering medium, the rate constant for
the oxidation of RSH by Ru(bpy)33+ showed a huge increase due to the mediated
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oxidation of these thiols at less positive potentials, when the dominant mechanism
switched from CPET to PT/ET. ii) When performing the experiments by adjusting the pH
using strong base or acid without a buffer, the CPET dominates.
Overall, the kinetic behavior found in the RSH-Ru(bpy)33+ system, shares
common features with the general base catalysis documented in many chemical and
biochemical reactions that are catalyzed by Brønsted acids and bases [149-153, 156]. In
such cases, the reaction rate is dependent on the concentration of a component of the
buffer and the catalytic effect can be detected by doing rate measurements at different
buffer concentrations and constant pH around the pKa of the buffer [147, 157]. The
deprotonation of thiols by Brønsted bases has also been reported as a case of general
base catalysis in different chemical and biochemical oxidations of thiols [149, 157, 158].
The results presented here are also related to the electrocatalytic oxidation of tyrosine
recently reported by Meyer and Thorp, in which parallel competing pathways of CPET
and PT/ET were proposed to occur in the presence of proton acceptors with different
pKa’s [135].
The oxidation of certain biomolecules such as nucleic bases, amino acids and
other complex organic electron donors has been conveniently studied via redox mediation
with metal complexes such as Ru(bpy)32+ at different electrode surfaces [137, 159-161].
Ru(bpy)32+ undergoes a one-electron reversible oxidation with rapid heterogeneous
kinetics (0.06 cm/s) at many electrodes and has a relatively high redox potential (~1.0 V
vs. NHE) which makes it an effective redox mediator [159, 161]. In this work,
electrogenerated Ru(bpy)33+ at glassy carbon electrodes was used (Equation 18, Scheme
1) to drive the homogeneous oxidation of GSH and CSH (Equation 19) that produces
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protons and thiyl radicals which eventually dimerize into the corresponding disulfide
(Equation 20) [29, 60, 162]. Direct oxidation of the thiols at the electrode has very slow
kinetics (see below).
Reaction 19 entails the transfer of a proton and an electron from the RSH group to
two different molecular sites. The proton is taken by a base, which can be the solvent or
any other proton acceptor present in solution, and the electron goes to the oxidizing agent
Ru(bpy)33+, generated at the electrode. Both concerted and stepwise pathways can be
observed in the oxidation of RSH, as they have been found to compete in solution [138,
143, 163]. They seem to possess fairly distinctive kinetic characteristics [138, 143, 163],
for instance, CPET has been suggested to be slower than the corresponding stepwise
pathway because of the requirement to move the proton and electron in a concerted
fashion through one kinetic step without intermediates [133, 138, 143, 163]. As a result,

Eo′

M

M+ + e −

(18)

kh
M+ + RSH
B + RSH
+

M + RS

−

RS• + RS•

k2
k−2
kdep
k3
k−3
k4

M + RS• + H+

Keq2 (19)

RS− + HB+

Kdep (20)

M + RS•

Keq3 (21)

RSSR

Kdim (22)

Scheme 1. Mechanisms of oxidation. RSH = GSH, CSH, or HCSH; B = Base; M =
Metal complex.
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kinetic isotopic effects of 1.6 and above have been attributed to CPET pathways [133,
136, 140, 142], whereas values around 1.0 have been taken as indicative of stepwise
mechanisms, that is, the proton transfer is not involved in the RDS [136, 140, 142]. It has
been suggested that biological systems might prefer the CPET route over the stepwise
counterpart because the latter involves charged intermediates (Figure 8 [143, 164]) that
can be reactive and are not favored in the low-dielectric environments of enzyme active
sites. Preliminary data describing the modulation of kinetics for the electrochemical
oxidation of these thiols using Brønsted bases are presented. The oxidation, which is
mediated by electrogenerated Ru(bpy)33+ at glassy carbon electrodes, is monitored by
voltammetry and mechanistically evaluated using digital simulations with the commercial
package DigiSim®.

2.2 Experimental Section
2.2.1 Reagents and Materials
Ru(bpy)32+,

L-glutathione

reduced (99%), N-acetylmethionine (99%), D2O

(99.9%), and DCl (35%) were purchased from Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Na2HPO4 (99%),
NaH2PO4 (98%), and NaOH (97%) were purchased from EM Science (Cherry Hill, NJ).
HCl (37.3%), L-cysteine, obtained as L-cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate (98.5%),
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn,
NJ). NaCl, 99+% and NaOD, 30 wt% solution in D2O were purchased from Acros
Organics (NJ, USA). Water was purified with a MilliQ purification system (Billerica,
MA). All reagents were used without further purification. Na2DPO4 and NaD2PO4 were
prepared by triply dissolving Na2HPO4 and NaH2PO4 in D2O and evaporating solvent
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[137], then confirming the isotopic purity by ¹HNMR. The pH of the sodium phosphate
solutions was measured with standard pH meter, calibrated with H2O buffers. pH meter
readings for D2O solutions were converted to pD values employing the equation pD = pH
+ 0.4 [29]. All solutions and subsequent dilutions were prepared using deionized water
with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm. All experiments were carried out in a solution volume
of 10 cm3 at room temperature, and deoxygenated with argon. The pH’s of the buffer
solutions were adjusted with NaOH and HCl; however, for deuterated buffer solutions,
NaOD and DCl were used to adjust the pH.

2.2.2 Cyclic Voltammetry and Chronocoulometry
Cyclic voltammograms were collected using a biopotentiostat (CH Instruments,
Austin, TX) with a cell equipped with a glassy carbon (GC) working electrode (area =
0.06 cm2), a Pt-wire counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl reference electrode (3.0 mM KCl).
Glassy carbon electrode was polished with 0.05 µm alumina and rinsed with copious
amount of water between experiments. In a typical experiment, 1.0 mM metal complex
and 5.0 mM

L-glutathione/L-cysteine

(reduced) were dissolved in 10 cm3 aqueous

solutions of 50 mM buffer/0.1 M NaCl, and 0.1 M NaCl. The potential was scanned from
0.80 V to 1.25 V. The experimental cyclic voltammograms were background subtracted
and performed at room temperature. In the case of double step chronocoulometry, 1.0
mM metal complex was dissolved in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer solutions, pH 5.0,
containing 0.1 M NaCl. The initial potential was 0.9 V and the final 1.3 V. The pulse
width was 0.25 sec.
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2.2.3 Digital Simulation
Second-order cysteine and glutathione oxidation rate constants were determined
by fitting the cyclic voltammograms to a mechanism involving Equations 18 and 19 from
Scheme 1 (pH 5.0 sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 tris/HCl buffer, and unbuffered
solutions). The software package DigiSim version 3.03 (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc.,
West Lafayette, IN) was used to verify each mechanism at different scan rates by
comparing the experimental and simulated CV’s. The values of diffusion coefficients
were 6.0 × 10−6 cm2/s for Ru(bpy)32+ [160], 5.0 × 10−5 cm2/s for cysteine, and 3.0 × 10−5
cm2/s for glutathione. All other simulation parameters are given in the figure captions and
appendix. The heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant was determined by fitting the
voltammogram of Ru(bpy)32+ in the absence of cysteine or glutathione.

2.2.4 NMR and UV-Vis Spectroscopic Measurements
1

H NMR spectra were recorded at 300 MHz in deuteriated solutions of 50 mM

sodium phosphate buffer, pH 5.0 and 9.0, with Varian Mercury 300 MHz spectrometer.
The spectra of Ru(bpy)32+ alone, cysteine alone, and titrations of cysteine into Ru(bpy)32+
solutions at pH’s 5.0 and 9.0 were recorded at room temperature. UV-Vis measurements
were performed in a 1.0 cm quartz cell on a Hewlett−Packard 8453 spectrophotometer.
The spectra of Ru(bpy)32+ alone, cysteine alone, and titrations of cysteine into Ru(bpy)32+
solutions at pH’s 5.0 and 7.0 were recorded at room temperature.
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2.3 Result and Discussion
Since direct oxidations of GSH and CSH have very slow kinetics at the electrode
surface, the homogenous oxidation by Ru(bpy)33+ as indicated in Equations 18 and 19, is
usually referred to as electrocatalysis.

The catalyst Ru(bpy)33+ is produced in an

electrochemical step (E) followed by a homogeneous chemical (C′) reaction that recycles
the catalyst back to Ru(bpy)32+, which in turn regenerates the catalyst on the electrode
surface. In the context of electrochemical coupled reactions, this sequence is typically
denoted as EC′ and the catalyst is also called mediator [165]. Figure 13 shows a series of
CV’s recorded in phosphate buffer 50 mM at pH 5.0. The CV response for a solution
containing only GSH (Figure 13A) shows very low anodic current and the absence of any
voltammetric peaks confirming the very slow kinetics for the direct oxidation of GSH at
the electrode surface. As expected for a reversible redox couple like Ru(bpy)32+ (Figure
13B), the separation of anodic and cathodic peak potentials (∆Ep) is 0.059 V and appears
at a formal redox potential (E°′) of 1.08 V vs Ag/AgCl. In contrast, when Ru(bpy)32+ and
GSH are present (Figure 13C), the cathodic peak for Ru(bpy)32+ disappears whereas the
anodic peak current undergoes an enhancement. This behavior is consistent with an EC′
mechanism because Ru(bpy)32+ is regenerated by the homogeneous reaction with GSH
which uses up all the electrooxidized
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Figure 13. Cyclic voltammograms in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 5.0) at
room temperature in 0.1 M NaCl. (A) Cyclic voltammogram of 1.0 mM glutathione
(broken line). (B) Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+, experimental (solid)
and simulated (open circle). (C) Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ in the
presence of 5.0 mM glutathione, experimental (solid) and simulated (open circle).
Parameters obtained from simulation: kh = 0.06 cm/s; k2 = 1.41 ± 0.2 × 104 M−1s−1; Keq
= 1.0 × 103.

Table 1. Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters in phosphate buffer 50 mM, 0.1 M NaCl
and pH 5.0.
Parameter
Species
a

a

D (cm2s-1)

kh (cm/s)

GSH

3.0 × 10-5

-

CSH

5.0 × 10-5

Ru(bpy)32+

6.0 × 10-6

c

E°′

Keq2

k2 (M-1s-1)

-

-

1 × 103

1.4 × 104

-

-

-

1 × 103

2.3 × 104

0.06

0.5

1.09

-

-

b

α

Diffusion coefficient, bTransfer coefficient, cV vs. Ag/AgCl and E°′≈ E1/2.
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Ru(bpy)33+ and makes it unavailable for the reverse cathodic scan. The same profile was
observed with CSH (Figure 14). All relevant kinetic and equilibrium parameters obtained
from digital simulations (denoted by circles on the CV’s) with a mechanism involving
Equations 18 and 19 are displayed in Table 1. The values for the apparent heterogeneous
rate constant kh (0.06 cm/s) and E°′ obtained for Ru(bpy)32+ are consistent with previous
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Figure 14. Cyclic voltammograms in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 5.0) at
room temperature in 0.1 M NaCl. (A) Cyclic voltammogram of 1.0 mM cysteine
(broken line). (B) Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+, experimental (solid)
and simulated (open circle). (C) Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ in the
presence of 5.0 mM cysteine, experimental (solid) and simulated (open circle).
Parameters obtained from simulation: kh = 0.06 cm/s; k2 = 2.32 ± 0.4 × 104 M−1s−1; Keq
= 1.0 × 103.

reports [159, 166]. The rate constant k2 for GSH and CSH in reaction 19 were 1.4 ± 0.2 ×
104 M−1s−1 and 2.3 ± 0.4 × 104 M−1s−1, respectively. Similar values have been observed
for the electrocatalytic oxidation of DNA and guanine by Ru(bpy)33+ [136, 137, 159]. For
the simulations performed here, the dimerization reaction 22 was not considered as an
independent step.
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Figure 15 shows the CV response for a solution containing 1.0 mM of Ru(bpy)32+
and 5.0 mM GSH at pH 7.0 in phosphate buffer, 50 mM. The CV has two anodic peak
currents: the first wave is a pre-wave anodic peak which is evident at 1.01 V vs.
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Figure 15. Cyclic voltammogram of 5.0 mM glutathione in the presence of 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)3 in
50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, at room temperature in 0.1 M NaCl. Scan rate used:
100 mV/s.

Ag/AgCl. This pre-wave peak, located at a less positive potential than the corresponding
catalytic peak observed at pH 5.0 in Figure 13 (1.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl), arises from the
rapid oxidation of deprotonated GSH (GS−). The oxidation of GSH involves the release
of a proton; therefore, its oxidation rate should depend on the pH of the solution
(Equation 23). There are reports that the oxidation of biological compounds (such as
thiols and tyrosine) proceed more rapidly when they are deprotonated than protonated
[19, 20, 22, 65, 135, 144, 167-169]. The reason for this rapid oxidation may be ascribed
to the change in the formal potential of GSH to a less positive potential as the solution pH
varies. This is supported by a study [170] in which the peak potential (Ep) of a thiol, 4-
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amino-3-thio-5-methyl-1,2,4-triazole, showed a linear decrease of 56 mV per pH until
about pH 8.0. However, the Ep became independent on pH above 8.0.

EGSHo′ = (EGSHo − 0.059 pH)

(23)

The formal potential (Eo′) for GSH is expected to change if the pH is changed
from 5.0 to 7.0. At pH 5.0 phosphate buffer [HPO42−]/[H2PO4−] is ~0.006, while at pH
7.0 [HPO42−]/[H2PO4−] is ~0.60. Therefore, the buffer base has the propensity to
deprotonate GSH so that there exists a rapid oxidation of GS− by Ru(bpy)33+, unlike at pH
5.0 where there is essentially no base, bringing about the appearance of the pre-wave.
The second wave arises from Ru(bpy)32+ because in these conditions, a large part of
Ru(bpy)33+ is not required for the catalytic process to take place so its reversible peak
occurs at the potential where it appears when there is no catalysis. Analogous behavior
was found for CSH when the pH of the buffer is made 7.0 (Figure 16). The appearance of
the two waves has been previously reported in the electrocatalytic oxidation of DNA by
different metal complexes [159]. The concern that came up is that: what brings about this
rapid oxidation of GSH, the pH change or the fractional amount of the Brønsted base (αB)
present in the buffer at pH 7.0? To further investigate the role of the pH and the Brønsted
base of the buffer, CV experiments were performed for GSH and Ru(bpy)32+ in tris/HCl
buffer at pH 7.0 and 9.0. At pH 7.0 (Figure 17A), the CV response shows one catalytic
peak at 1.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl, resembling the behavior observed with phosphate buffer at
pH 5.0 (Figure 13). When the pH was increased to 9.0 using tris/HCl buffer (Figure 17B),
the profile switched to the behavior observed at pH 7.0 phosphate buffer. Despite the pH
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being 5.0, 7.0, or 9.0, the proton accepting ability of the Brønsted base is really what
determines the rate of GSH oxidation; thus, the profile of the CV.
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Figure 16. Cyclic voltammogram of 5.0 mM cysteine in the presence of 1.0
mM Ru(bpy)32+ in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, at room
temperature in 0.1 M NaCl. Scan rate used: 100 mV/s.
Table 2. Fractional amounts αB, of Brønsted base for phosphate and tris/HCl buffer at
different pH
a

pKa
Base

αB

Conjugate acid

pH = 5.0

pH = 7.0

pH = 9.0

Na2HPO4

7.20

~0.01

0.39

--

[OHCH2]3CNH3OH

8.06

--

0.08

0.89

Calculated using αB= [B]/FHB, where FHB is the formal concentration of HB used, 50 mM.

Table 2 shows the pKa’s for the buffer bases and the corresponding αB’s at the
formal concentrations used and the evaluated pH values. For tris/HCl buffer at pH 7.0
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there is very low concentration of the tris base and the dominant species is its conjugate
acid, but at pH 9.0 the tris base component is dominant. The results indicate that unless a
base with a suitable pKa is present, the homogeneous oxidation of RSH will proceed
moderately. For instance, H2PO4− is an amphoteric species that could act as proton
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Figure 17. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of 5.0 mM glutathione in the
presence of 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ in 50 mM tris/HCl buffer (pH’s = 7.0 and
9.0) at room temperature in 0.1 M NaCl. (A) pH 7.0 cyclic
voltammogram. (B) pH 9.0 cyclic voltammogram. Scan rate used: 100
mV/s.

acceptor as well, but the pKa of its conjugate acid, H3PO4, is 2.12, which as it turns out is
not enough to drive the catalysis rapidly. In solutions where the buffer acid dominates,
there is an increase in icat, when the phosphate buffer concentration changed gradually
from 0 to 100 mM at pH 5.0, and then decreased with further increase in the buffer
concentration, which may be attributed to increase in viscosity of the solution (Figure 18)
[171]. An increase in icat when the buffer concentration increases from 0 to 12.5 mM at
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pH 7.0 was observed (Figure 19). Rate (k2) increases as well with increase in buffer
concentration, which may be considered a case of general base catalysis (inset in Figure
19).
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Figure 18. Catalytic peak current icat at various concentrations of sodium
phosphate buffer (PB). Data points are not corrected for id. Data taken from the
cyclic voltammograms of 5.0 mM glutathione and 1.0 mM of Ru(bpy)32+ at pH =
5.0 in 0.1 M NaCl. The decrease in current after 0.1 M of PB was attributed to
viscosity effects causing lower diffusion coefficients (D) for all the species
contributing to the catalytic current [171]. Control chronocoulometric experiments
showed a decrease of 32 % in D for Ru(bpy)32+ when going from 0.05 to 1.0 M of
PB.
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Figure 19. Plot of i (µA) vs. E (V) at different concentrations of sodium phosphate
buffer ([PB]). Data taken from the CV’s of 5.0 mM glutathione in the presence of 1.0
mM Ru(bpy)32+ at pH 7.0 in 0.1 M NaCl. Inset: Plot of log k2 vs. [PB].

In addition, water, used as a solvent could also be a proton acceptor; however, the
pKa of its conjugate acid H3O+ is -1.74 [157], which makes it a weaker proton acceptor
than H2PO4−. Figure 20 shows a series of CV’s conducted at pH 5.0, 7.0, and 9.0, without
buffer and adjusting the initial pH with strong acid or base. As expected, the CV response
indicates that despite the pH change from 5.0 to 9.0, the mechanism remains similar to
those experiments done in buffered solutions where the conjugate acids dominate because
in this case, H2O is too weak base to induce general base catalysis. Nevertheless, the
overall trend so far, suggests that the proton transfer and the proton acceptor are the key
factors that control the mechanism for the homogeneous oxidation of GSH and CSH by
Ru(bpy)33+.
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Figure 20. CV response for 5.0 mM glutathione in the presence of 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ in
unbuffered solutions adjusting the initial pH with strong acid or base in 0.1 M NaCl.
(Red) pH 5.0; (Blue) pH 7.0; and (Green) pH 9.0; 100 mV/s. Fitted simulations in open
circles; kh = 0.06 cm/s; Keq2 = 1.0 × 103. k2’s are given in the text.
Table 3. Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters for the catalytic oxidation of GSH by
Ru(bpy)33+ at different pH and using different bases as proton acceptors.
Base / pH

Keq2

k2 (M-1 s-1)

Assigned Mechanism

Na2HPO4 / 5.0

1.0 × 103

1.41 ± 0.24 × 104

CPET

Na2HPO4 / 7.0

-

-

-

Tris / 7.0

1.0 × 103

1.17 ± 0.31 × 104

CPET

H2O / 5.0

1.0 × 103

1.12 ± 0.12 × 104

CPET

H2O / 7.0

1.0 × 103

9.02 ± 2.77 × 103

CPET

H2O / 9.0

1.0 × 103

9.29 ± 1.06 × 103

CPET

a

a

Simulation was not done.

Table 3 shows the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of simulations fitted to
experimental CV’s using phosphate and tris/HCl buffers at selected values of pH as well
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as the corresponding unbuffered conditions. General base catalysis, which has been
reported in many chemical and biochemical systems including thiols [149, 157, 158],
occurs when the rate of a reaction that is coupled to a proton transfer step is accelerated
by the presence of a Brønsted base other than OH− [147, 157]. Moreover, when the
mediated electrooxidation of N-Acetylmethionine (a water soluble derivative with a
methylated thiol, RS-CH3), was performed in phosphate buffer pH 7.0, moderate
electrocatalysis by Ru(bpy)33+ was detected without the appearance of the two-wave
response observed for GSH or CSH (Figure 21). This indicates a difference between
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Figure 21. CV response in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 in 0.1 M NaCl. (A)
1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+. (B) 1.0 mM N-Acetylmethionine. (C) 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ and 5.0
mM N-Acetylmethionine; 100 mV/s.
GSH/CSH and N-Acetyl-

methionine, in that N-Acetyl-methionine lacks a thiol group. In order to confirm that the
pre-wave peak observed in the voltammetric oxidation of GSH/CSH at pH’s 7.0 and 9.0
phosphate and tris/HCl buffers respectively, was not formed by a new species from
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ligand exchange on Ru(bpy)32+ (due to the nucleophilicity of the thiolate anion or other
groups in GSH or CSH), ¹H NMR and UV-Vis experiments were performed. No
evidence of new species by simply mixing GSH/CSH with Ru(bpy)32+ was found in such

Absorbance (AU)

experiments (Figure 22 and Table 4).
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Figure 22A. UV-Vis spectra for various amounts of cysteine and 10
µM Ru(bpy)32+ in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 5.0 in 0.1 M
NaCl.
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Figure 22B. UV-Vis spectra for various amounts of cysteine and 10
µM Ru(bpy)32+ in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 in 0.1 M
NaCl.
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Chemical Motif on CSH

Chemical Shift (ppm)
pD 5.0 PB

Chemical Shift (ppm)
pD 9.0 PB

−S−CH2−

2.94

2.91

10(-S-CH2-):1Ru(bpy)32+

2.95

2.92

−N−CH−

3.97

3.83

10(-N-CH-): 1Ru(bpy)32+

4.03

3.84

Table 4. 1HNMR data for 10 equiv. of cysteine (CSH) and 1.0 equiv. of Ru(bpy)32+ in 50
mM deuterated sodium phosphate buffer (PB) pD 5.0 and 9.0 in 0.1 M NaCl.

2.3.1 Isotopic Effects
In order to assign CPET or PT/ET for oxidation of GSH, experiments were
performed in deuterated buffer and unbuffered solutions. Figures 23 and 24 show the
comparison in the CV responses for the mediated oxidation of GSH and CSH at pH 5.0
(solid) and pD 5.0 (dashed) in H2O and D2O, respectively. For both GSH and CSH, the
oxidations in D2O proceed slowly, implying the involvement of proton in the ratedetermining step (RDS). The kinetic isotope effect (KIE = k2H/k2D) for k2 determined
from simulations and following the mechanism in Scheme 1 (Equation 18), was 3.58 for
GSH and 2.60 for CSH. Table 5 shows a comparative list of isotopic kinetic parameters
determined from simulations and recorded under different buffering and pH conditions.
Based on these results, CPET has been ascribed to oxidation of GSH and CSH at pH 5.0
phosphate buffer and pH 7.0 tris/HCl (though deuterated experiments were not done for
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tris/HCl); and PT/ET has been ascribed to oxidation at pH 7.0 phosphate buffer and pH
9.0 tris/HCl buffer.
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Figure 23. CV response in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 5.0 in 0.1 M
NaCl for 5.0 mM glutathione and 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ in H2O (solid) and D2O,
(dashed); 100 mV/s. KIE = 4.09 ± 1.33.
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Figure 24. CV response in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 5.0 in 0.1 M
NaCl for 5.0 mM cysteine and 1.0 mM Ru(bpy)32+ in H2O (solid) and D2O,
(dashed); 100 mV/s. KIE = 2.49 ± 0.06.
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Table 5. Isotopic effects on the kinetic parameters for the catalytic oxidation of GSH by
Ru(bpy)33+ at different pH and using different bases as proton acceptors.

Base / pD

k2D (M-1 s-1)

Na2DPO4 / 5.0
b

a

a

KIE = k2H/k2D

Assigned Mechanism

3.94 ± 2.23 × 103

4.09 ± 1.33

CPET

Na2DPO4 / 7.0

-

-

-

D2O / 5.0

3.92 ± 0.47 × 103

2.88 ± 0.29

CPET

D2O / 7.0

3.01 ± 0.36 × 103

2.96 ± 0.59

CPET

D2O / 9.0

3.57 ± 0.37 × 103

2.64 ± 0.37

CPET

The k2H values were taken from Table 3. b Simulation was not done.
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3.0 ELECTROCATALYTIC OXIDATION OF GLUTATHIONE BY POTASSIUM
HEXACHLOROIRIDATE (IV)
3.1 Introduction
In order to further understand the mechanism of GSH oxidation in cellular fluids,
the previous work (Chapter 2) has been extended with the use of a different metal
mediator, potassium hexachloroiridate III (K3IrCl6), which possesses a less positive
formal potential than Ru(bpy)32+. The use of Ru(bpy)32+ resulted in the splitting of the
catalytic wave into two, making the mechanism more complex at pH 7.0 phosphate
buffer (PB) than at pH 5.0 because of the involvement of the Brønsted base in the
catalysis. Thus it is thought that using a metal oxidant of lower formal potential will avert
this kinetic regime at pH 7.0 PB so that the oxidation of GSH and the effect of the
solution pH on the electrooxidation of GSH can be well studied.

Electrode

No direct e− transfer

2IrCl6

3−

2RSH
RSSR + 2H

2e−
2IrCl6

2−

+

RSSR
−

2RS

No direct e− transfer

Scheme 2. Mechanism for GSH electroooxidation by IrCl62−.

This study reports the oxidation of GSH by IrCl62− electrogenerated from IrCl63−
at the surface of glassy carbon electrode in aqueous solution. It is found that
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deprotonation of GSH is crucial to its electrooxidation (Scheme 2). When water was used
as the solvent, the oxidation of GSH did not proceed efficiently as water is not a strong
proton acceptor because the pKa of its conjugate acid, H3O+, is −1.74 [157].
Electrooxidation of GSH was not observed until the solution pH is made 11.5. However,
at pH 7.0 PB where [base]/[acid] is ~0.6, the electrooxidation of GSH proceeded
efficiently; with HPO42− being a stronger proton acceptor than water because the pKa of
its conjugate acid, H2PO4−, is 7.2. The electrooxidation rate constant increases as the
concentration of PB increases; implying a general base catalysis. At lower PB
concentrations, proton transfer to the Brønsted base became the rate-determining step as
shown by the scan rate experiments with the reduction current gradually increasing as the
scan rate is increased. It is suggested that there exists a change in the rate-determining
step in the oxidation of GSH when concentrations of the buffer is gradually increasing.
The rate of oxidation of GSH increased with the pKa of different buffers used. Though
the buffer is involved in the catalysis, its concentration must not exceed the optimum
concentration required to effectively study the electrooxidation of GSH at certain pH.

3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 Reagents and Materials
L-glutathione

reduced (99%), K3IrCl6, D2O (99.9%), and DCl (35%) were

purchased from Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Na2HPO4 (99%), NaH2PO4 (98%), and NaOH
(97%) were purchased from EM Science (Cherry Hill, NJ). HCl (37.3%),
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair
Lawn, NJ). Maleic acid, MA, (>99%), citric acid, CA, (>99.5%), and N-(2-Acetamido)-
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2-aminoethanesulfonic acid, ACES, (>99.5%) were purchased from Fluka. NaCl, 99+%
and NaOD, 30 wt% solution in D2O were purchased from Acros Organics (NJ, USA).
Water was purified with a MilliQ purification system (Billerica, MA). All reagents were
used without further purification. Na2DPO4 and NaD2PO4 were prepared by triply
dissolving Na2HPO4 and NaH2PO4 in D2O and evaporating solvent [137], then
confirming the isotopic purity by ¹HNMR. The pH of the sodium phosphate solutions
was measured with standard pH meter, calibrated with H2O buffers. pH meter readings
for D2O solutions were converted to pD values employing the equation pD = pH + 0.4
[29]. All solutions and subsequent dilutions were prepared using deionized water with a
resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm. All experiments were carried out in a solution volume of 5.0
cm3 at room temperature, and deoxygenated with argon. The pH’s of the buffer solutions
were adjusted with NaOH and HCl; however, for deuterated buffer solutions, NaOD and
DCl were used to adjust the pH.

3.2.2 Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammograms were collected using a potentiostat (CH Instruments,
Austin, TX) with a cell equipped with a glassy carbon (GC) working electrode (area =
0.06 cm2), a Pt-wire counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl reference electrode (3.0 mM KCl).
Glassy carbon electrode was polished with 0.05 µm alumina and rinsed with copious
amount of water between experiments. In a typical experiment, 1.0 mM metal complex
and 3.0 mM L-glutathione (reduced) were dissolved in 5.0 cm3 aqueous solutions of 35
mM buffer/0.1 M NaCl, and 0.1 M NaCl. The potential was scanned from 0.4 V to 1.0 V.
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The experimental cyclic voltammograms were background subtracted and performed at
room temperature. The formal potential (Eo′) of IrCl63− is 0.72 V vs Ag/AgCl.

3.2.3 Digital Simulation
Second-order glutathione oxidation rate constants were determined by fitting the
cyclic voltammograms to a mechanism involving Equations 18, 20 and 21 in Scheme 1 at
pH > 6.0 phosphate buffer solution, and pH 11.5 − 12.0 water. Equations 18 and 19 were
used for conditions in which there is no significant participation of the buffer base in the
reaction. The software package DigiSim version 3.03 (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc., West
Lafayette, IN) was used to verify each mechanism at different scan rates where simulated
and experimental CV’s were compared. The values of diffusion coefficients were 8.2 ×
10−6 cm2/s for IrCl63− [172] and 3.0 × 10−5 cm2/s for glutathione. All other simulation
parameters are given in the figure captions and appendix. The heterogeneous electron
transfer rate constant (0.1 cm/s) was determined by fitting the voltammogram of IrCl63−
in the absence of glutathione. The electrooxidation equilibrium constant (Keq3), was
found to have a profound effect on the CV profile, and a value of 1 × 106 was generally
used [135].

3.3 Results and Discussion
Electrooxidation of GSH by IrCl62− in water: Electrocatalytic oxidation of GSH
was carried out in unbuffered solution in order to study its mechanism without any
contribution from buffer components. Solution pH was varied between 5.0 and 12; and as
the pH increases up to 11, the tendency of the OH− to deprotonate GSH should increase.
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According to Equation 23, it is expected that the formal potential of GSH should vary
since its rate of oxidation depends on the pH; GSH was not observed to be deprotonated
effectively due to the low pKa (−1.74) [157] of the conjugate acid of water, H3O+. Figure
25 shows the oxidation of GSH by IrCl62− in unbuffered solution containing 0.1 M NaCl,
pH 11. The figure indicates that either the mediator is not an effective one or that water is
unable to accept the GSH proton. In order to confirm this, the oxidation was performed at
pH 12. Interestingly, electrocatalysis of GSH was observed; and at this pH the [OH−] is
10 mM. Figure 26 confirms that the mediator is able to electrooxidize GSH when its
proton is accepted by an available base in the solution. The onset of GSH oxidation as
evident from this figure is at pH 11.5. The rate constants somewhat remain similar until
the [OH−] is further increased above pH 11.
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Figure 25. Oxidation of 2.0 mM glutathione (GSH) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in
unbuffered solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl at pH 11. IrCl63− alone (Black) and
IrCl63− in the presence of GSH (Blue). Scan rate = 100 mV/s.
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Figure 26. Plot of log k2 vs. pH. Oxidation of glutathione (GSH), 2.0 mM, by 1.0 mM
IrCl62− in unbuffered solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl at various pH values. Rate
constants were obtained from digital simulations by fitting the experimental CV’s.
Scan rate = 100 mV/s.

Electrooxidation of GSH by IrCl62− in PB solution: The electrooxidation of
GSH by IrCl62− performed at various pH values of PB revealed the involvement of
Brønsted base, HPO42−. Figure 27 shows the plot of log k3 vs. pH of PB. Evidently,
electrooxidation of GSH at both pH’s 4.0 and 5.0 are similar to those carried out in water
containing 0.1 M NaCl at pH < 11. Their rate constants are similar, as well as their CV
profiles (Figure 28) to those in water. When the pH = 6.0 ([HPO42−]/[H2PO4−] = ~0.06),
the electrooxidation of GSH was more favored compared to those at pH’s 4.0 and 5.0,
indicating the onset of the participation of the Brønsted base in the reaction. When the pH
= 7.0 ([HPO42−]/[H2PO4−] = ~0.6), the rate of electrooxidation of GSH considerably
increased over that of pH 6.0 PB. The explanation for this is the increase in the fraction
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of the basic (HPO42−) component of the buffer. Other studies [19, 22, 167-169] have
shown that the oxidation of GSH and other thiols involves the reactive deprotonated
species, and that the oxidation rate increases as solution pH increases [19, 22]. Optimum
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Figure 27. Plot of log k3 vs. pH. Oxidation of glutathione, 3.0 mM, by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in
35 mM sodium phosphate buffer solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl at various pH values.
Digital simulations were used to obtain rates constant by fitting the experimental CV’s.
Scan rate = 100 mV/s.

oxidation rate of GSH was achieved at neutral pH. Nonetheless, above pH 7.0 PB, the
rate of electrooxidation of GSH diminished. The reason for this decrease in rate of
oxidation can be ascribed to the deprotonation of the ammonium group (−NH3+), as
already reported for GSH, CSH, and other thiols [19, 20, 22]. The effect yielded another
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Figure 28. Oxidation of glutathione by 1.0 mM IrCl62− in buffered and unbuffered
solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl. IrCl63− alone at pH 7.0, 35 mM PB (Brown); IrCl63−
and GSH at pH 11, water (Blue); IrCl63− and GSH at pH 5.0, 35 mM PB (Green);
IrCl63− and GSH at pH 7.0, 35 mM PB (Black). Scan rate = 100 mV/s.

species of HCSH having its −NH3+ and −SH deprotonated. This species is simultaneously
oxidized along with HCS−, with the rate constant lower than that for HCS−. The profile
for experimental plot of icat/id vs. pH given in Figure 43 in the appendix was reproduced
with DigiSim (Figure 44, Appendix), and a rate law (Equation 28, Figure 45) derived
from Equations 24−27 (derivations shown in appendix). Figures 43-45 have the same
profile but different optimum pH. The rationale behind this may be due to the
stabilization of the product by the presence of the mediator.
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k1

AH2 + B

AH− + BH+

k−1

k1′
A2− + BH+
k−1′
k2
AH• + IrCl63−
AH− + IrCl62−

AH− + B

A2− + IrCl62−

k2′

A−• + IrCl63−

(24)

(25)
(26)
(27)

d[IrCl62−]
pH − pKa(AH2) + k ′10 2pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH−)
2− k210
2
−
= [AH2]T[IrCl6 ]
−
dt
1 + 10 pH − pKa(AH2) + 10 2pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH )
(28)
Buffer-assisted GSH electrooxidation: To further verify the influence of PB in the
oxidation rate, experiments were carried out with varied concentrations of PB. Figure 29
details the plot of log k3 vs. [PB]. The rate of electrooxidation increases with increase in
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Figure 29. Plot of log k3 vs. concentrations of sodium phosphate buffer (mM)
in the oxidation of glutathione (3.0 mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM). Rate constants
were obtained from digital simulations by fitting the experimental CV’s.
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the [PB]; an implication of general base catalysis. The plot shows a curvature at lower PB
concentrations and a somewhat leveling at higher PB concentrations. This plot thus
indicates the existence of two kinetic regimes. This behavior has been observed in other
studies involving general base catalysis; and has been considered an indication of a
change in the rate-determining step of the reaction [152, 156].
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Figure 30. Plots of current (µA) vs. potential (V). The oxidation of glutathione
(3.0 mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in 10.0 mM sodium phosphate buffer/0.1 M NaCl
at pH 7.0. Scan rate increase is shown by the arrow. Scan rates used are: 50, 100,
200 and 300 mV/s.

Scan rate effect: In order to validate the interpretation of Figure 29 as to what the
rate-determining step is, scan rate experiments were performed. Deprotonated GSH has
been revealed to be the reactive species. Therefore, experiments were carried out at 10
mM and 35 mM PB, pH 7.0. Figure 30 details the experiments done at pH 7.0, 10 mM
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PB − having a low concentration of the Brønsted base, at different scan rates. There is
increase in the oxidation (anodic) current as the scan rate increases, but also increase in
the reduction (cathodic) current. The increase in the cathodic peak current is due to the
slow kinetics of proton transfer from GSH to the base, HPO42−; thus all electrogenerated
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Figure 31. Plots of current (µA) vs potential (V). The oxidation of
glutathione (3.0 mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in 35.0 mM sodium phosphate
buffer/0.1 M NaCl at pH 7.0. Scan rate increase is shown by the arrow.
Scan rates used are: 50, 100, 200 and 300 mV/s.

IrCl62− at the electrode surface is not used up by GSH. Consequently, the remaining
IrCl62− on the reverse scan will be reduced at the electrode surface; thus giving rise to the
reduction current. Though proton transfer from sulfur to oxygen and vice versa should be
diffusion-controlled (1010 M−1s−1 [173]); nonetheless, it is found to be rate-determining
step. The reaction mechanism in this case is proposed to be through a stepwise pathway.
Figure 29 shows a leveling off of the rate constant when the [PB] > 10 mM, and this is
attributed to a change in the rate-determining step. In addition, Figure 31 demonstrates
the CV’s of GSH electrooxidation by IrCl62− at pH 7.0, 35 mM PB, with increasing scan
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rate. From this figure, the reduction current did not show up as the scan rate increases.
This implies a more efficient proton transfer from GSH to the base, HPO42−, compared to
the experiments done at 10 mM PB, pH 7.0. Therefore proton transfer is not the ratedetermining step but may partly be involved in the rate-determining step in this case.
Effect of Buffer concentration: Though the electrooxidation of GSH is catalyzed
by the buffer, the buffer concentration must be controlled. There appears to be an
optimum concentration at which effective electrooxidation of GSH by IrCl62− in PB is
achieved. This is crucial if a glutathione sensor is to be developed. From Figure 32, it is
observed that the oxidation current at pH 7.0 is higher when reaction was carried out in
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Figure 32. Plot of i (µA) vs. E (V) of the oxidation of glutathione (3.0 mM)
by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in various concentrations of sodium phosphate buffer
containing 0.1 M NaCl at pH’s 7.0 and 9.0.

35 mM PB compared to 50 mM PB. Likewise, oxidation current higher at pH 9.0, 10 mM
PB compared to 35 mM. As earlier mentioned that decrease in the rate constant of the
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electrooxidation of GSH by IrCl62− as the pH of PB increases (Figure 27) is due to the
deprotonation of the ammonium group (−NH3+); therefore, it is expected that when the
PB concentration is significantly lowered, this effect should decrease because the amino
group will remain protonated. Figure 32 confirmed this is true. Having optimized this
condition, sensing of GSH can be done efficiently and accurately.
Isotope Effects: In order to assign a reaction pathway for the electrooxidation of
GSH by IrCl62− in 35 mM PB, pH 7.0, experiments were performed in deuterated buffer
solutions. Figure 33 shows the comparison in the CV responses for the mediated
oxidation of GSH at pH 7.0 (broken) and pD 7.0 (solid) in H2O and D2O, respectively.
The oxidation of GSH in D2O proceeded slowly, implying the involvement of proton in
the rate-determining step (RDS). The kinetic isotope effect (KIE = k3H/k3D) for k3
determined from simulations and following the reactions in Equations 18, 20, and 21, was
1.98 ± 0.10. The electrooxidation of GSH in 35 mM PB, pH 7.0, follows through CPET
pathway mechanism based on two reasons: the value of kinetic isotope effect assigned to
CPET pathway [133, 140], and the fact that proton transfer from GSH to HPO42− is not
observed to be rate-determining step (though involved in the RDS) because of the
absence of the reduction current as the scan rate increases. The oxidation of GSH by
IrCl62− in 10 mM PB, pH 7, shows that proton transfer is the rate determining step due to
the increase in the reduction current, experiments done in D2O revealed even slower
proton transfer with KIE = 3.17 ± 0.66 (Figure 34).
Deuterated experiments were carried out in 35 mM PB, pH 6.0, in order to further
substantiate if proton transfer is the RDS. Table 6 details the ratio of the catalytic current,
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icat, and the diffusion current, id, of the mediator in the absence of GSH (icat/id) in both
deuterated and protonated PB at different pH values. In solutions of 35 mM PB at pH’s
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Figure 33. Plot of i (µA) vs. E (V) of the oxidation of glutathione (3.0
mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in 35.0 mM deuterated (Solid) and
undeuterated (Broken) PB/0.1 M NaCl. Rate constants were obtained
from digital simulations. KIE = 1.98 ± 0.10. kh = 0.1 cm/s, k3(H2O) =
7.15 ± 0.1 × 105 M−1s−1, Keq(H2O/D2O) = 1.0 × 106. k3(D2O) = 3.62 ±
0.2 × 105 M−1s−1.
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Figure 34. Plot of i (µA) vs. E (V) of the oxidation of GSH (3.0 mM) by
IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in 10 mM PB/0.1 M NaCl. Rates were obtained from digital
simulations. kh = 0.1 cm/s, k3(H2O) = 2.44 ± 0.2 × 105 M−1s−1, Keq3(H2O/D2O)
= 1.0 × 106, k2(D2O) = 7.71 ± 1.0 × 104 M−1s−1, KIE = 3.17 ± 0.66.
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Table 6. Isotopic effects in the oxidation of GSH by IrCl62− in deuterated and protonated
35 mM PB at different pH values. icat = catalytic current; id = diffusion current of IrCl62−
alone.
pH
icat/id (PB/H2O)
icat/id (PB/D2O)

a

4.0

1.18

a

−

5.0

1.17

a

−

6.0

1.95

1.19

7.0

3.20

2.64

Deuterated experiments were not done.

4.0 and 5.0, similar icat/id values were recorded because there was no effective oxidation
of GSH. However, the icat/id value at pH 6.0, 35 mM PB, changed from 1.95 to 1.19 at pD
6.0, 35 mM PB. Obviously, isotope exchange caused the inability of IrCl62− to oxidize
GSH just as in the case with experiments done in protonated PB at pH’s 4.0 and 5.0.
These results further confirm the proton transfer as the RDS.
Driving-force dependence: Understanding the dependence of electron-transfer
rates on the driving force is an area of active interest [133, 135-137, 160, 174]. Figure 35
shows the ratio of the catalytic current to diffusion current (icat/id) for the oxidation of
GSH by IrCl62− in different buffers at pH = 7.0 and pH = pKa of the buffers. This figure
demonstrates the roles of both the buffer base and pKa of the buffer. The buffers used are:
maleic acid (MA), pKa 6.2; citric acid (CA), pKa 6.4; N-(2-acetamido)-2aminoethanesulfonic acid (ACES), pKa 6.8; sodium phosphate buffer (PB), pKa 7.2;
tris(hydroxylmethyl)aminomethane (Tris), pKa 8.1 [175]. The value of icat/id increases
from MA to PB when the pH was kept at 7.0 for all buffers, except for tris/HCl. The
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increase in icat/id is a result of increase in the pKa from MA to PB (together with some
contribution from the buffer base), even though the buffer base composition decreases
from MA to PB. However, at pH 7.0 tris/HCl (where the buffer base composition is very
low), icat/id is very small even though the pKa of tris is 8.1. Experiments performed when
the pH = pKa show that icat/id increases as the pKa increases up to PB. Because buffer base
composition decreases at pH = pKa, there is decrease in icat/id up to ACES from MA
compared to values obtained at pH 7.0. On the other hand, there is increase in the value
of icat/id for tris/HCl though lower than that of PB. The reason for the increased value of
icat/id unlike at pH 7.0 is that there is essential amount of buffer base participating in the
reaction. Moreover, the decrease in icat/id compared to that for PB may be due to the
deprotonation of −NH3+ group as explained earlier.
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Figure 35. Plot of icat/id vs. various buffers for the oxidation of glutathione
(3.0 mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM). Experiments performed at pH = 7.0 and pH =
pKa of the buffers. icat is the catalytic current; id is diffusion current of metal
oxidant in the absence of glutathione. The percent compositions of the buffer
bases are indicated on respective bar.
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4.0 ELECTROCATALYTIC OXIDATION OF HOMOCYSTEINE BY
POTASSIUM HEXACHLOROIRIDATE (IV)
4.1 Introduction
This work has extended the investigation into the mechanism of glutathione
oxidation to another biologically important thiol, homocysteine (HCSH). HCSH, having
a slightly higher pKa (8.9) [65] than GSH is known to be a risk factor for cardiovascular
disease and stroke in humans [13]. The toxic effect of HCSH has been attributed,
amongst other factors, to homocysteine thiolactone (tHCSH), a product of HCSH editing
by tRNA synthetases [13]. tHCSH was shown to acylate protein lysine side chains in an
irreversible fashion, thereby causing protein damage and autoimmune responses [13, 5659].
Due to HCSH’s role in the cellular systems, and its similarity to GSH based on
the thiol functionality, it is interesting to study its mediated electrooxidation mechanism
if a sensor is to be developed, as a high concentration of HCSH is associated with
hyperhomocysteinemia [15]. It is also important to know if its medicated electrooxidation
is similar to that of GSH. The reaction of IrCl62− with HCSH undergoes an EC′ reaction
mechanism (Figure 36). Buffer-assisted electrooxidation of HCSH was pronounced when
the concentration of the buffer was greater than 10 mM. It is obvious that as the buffer
concentration increases, the peak potential gradually shifts less positive, implying a more
efficient electrooxidation of HCSH, and the peak becomes less broad, indicating the
involvement of the buffer. Electrooxidation at pH < 7.0 was not effective as the
production of the HCSH anion (the reactive species) is less favored. As already observed
with GSH previously, the rate of electrooxidation of HCSH decreases as the solution pH
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changes from 7.0 to 10 (Section 3.3, Figure 27). The role of buffer as the driving-force of
electrooxidation of HCSH was investigated. It was observed that the rate of
electrooxidation increases with increasing pKa of the buffer. This same effect has been
reported in other studies as well [174, 176]. The Brønsted plot gave a slope of ~0.6,
which is an indication of concerted (CPET) mechanism [152, 174]. The reactivity of
HCSH (8.9 [65]), GSH (8.6 [36]), and CSH (8.3 [54]) toward IrCl62− correlates to
increase in their pKa. Experiments revealed that the reaction mechanism pathway
changed from CPET to PT/ET between pH 7.0 − 10 as observed from kinetic isotope
effect (KIE) values. Activation energy (Ea) and reorganization energy (λ) were
determined by measuring the rate constant for the electron transfer between 10−30 oC.

4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Reagents and Materials
L-glutathione

reduced (99%), K3IrCl6, D2O (99.9%), and DCl (35%) were

purchased from Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Propionic acid, PA, was purchase from Aldrich
(Milwaukee, WI). Na2HPO4 (99%), NaH2PO4 (98%), and NaOH )97%) were purchased
from EM Science (Cherry Hill, NJ). Maleic acid, MA, (>99%), citric acid, CA, (>99.5%),
and N-(2-Acetamido)-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid, ACES, (>99.5%) were purchased
from Fluka. HCl (37.3%), tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) were purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). NaCl, 99+% and NaOD, 30 wt% solution in D2O were
purchased from Acros Organics (NJ, USA). Water was purified with a MilliQ
purification system (Millipore). All reagents were used without further purification.
Na2DPO4 and NaD2PO4 were prepared by triply dissolving Na2HPO4 and NaH2PO4 in
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D2O and evaporating solvent [137]. The pH of the sodium phosphate solutions was
measured with standard pH meter, calibrated with H2O buffers. pH meter readings for
D2O solutions were converted to pD values employing the equation pD = pH + 0.4 [29].
All solutions and subsequent dilutions were prepared using deionized water with a
resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm. All experiments were carried out in a solution volume of 5
cm3 at room temperature, and deoxygenated with argon. The pH’s of the buffer solutions
were adjusted with NaOH and HCl; however, for deuterated buffer solutions, NaOD and
DCl were used to adjust the pH.

4.2.2 Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammograms were collected using a potentiostat (CH Instruments,
Austin, TX) with a cell equipped with a glassy carbon (GC) working electrode (area =
0.06 cm2), a Pt-wire counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl reference electrode (3.0 mM KCl).
Glassy carbon electrode was polished with 0.05 µm alumina and rinsed with copious
amount of water between experiments. In typical experiment performed, 1.0 mM metal
complex and 3.0 mM homocysteine were dissolved in 5.0 cm3 aqueous 35 mM buffer
solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl, and unbuffered solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl. The
potential was scanned from 0.4 V to 1.0 V. The experimental cyclic voltammograms
were background subtracted and performed at 22oC. The formal potential of IrCl63− is
0.72 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
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4.2.3 Digital Simulation
Second-order glutathione oxidation rate constants were determined by fitting the
cyclic voltammograms to a mechanism involving Equations 18, 20, and 21 in Scheme 1.
But for propionate buffers, Equation 20 was used as an association (Kass) reaction
between the buffer and HCSH, followed by the oxidation. The software package DigiSim
version 3.03 (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc., West Lafayette, IN) was used to verify each
mechanism at different scan rates where simulated and experimental CV’s were
compared. The values of diffusion coefficients were 8.2 × 10−6 cm2/s for IrCl63− [172] and
3.0 × 10−5 cm2/s for homocysteine. All other simulation parameters are given in the figure
captions and appendix. The heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant (0.1 cm/s) was
determined by fitting the voltammogram of IrCl63− in the absence of homocysteine. The
electrooxidation equilibrium constant (Keq3), was found to have a profound effect on the
CV profile, and a value of 1 × 106 was generally used [135].

4.3 Results and Discussion
Electrooxidation of HCSH: The electrooxidation of HCSH follows through an
EC′ mechanism as shown in Figure 36 investigated in 35 mM phosphate buffer solution.
Though HCSH alone in solution gave some anodic (oxidation) current, the current is
small relative to the catalytic current and mediator’s diffusion current at the mediator
peak potential.
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Figure 36. Plot of i (µA) vs. E (V) of the oxidation of homocysteine (3.0
mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in 35 mM sodium phosphate buffer containing
0.1 M NaCl at pH 7.0. (A) IrCl63− alone; (B) Homocysteine alone; (C)
Homocysteine in the presence of IrCl63−. Simulated CV’s (open circle),
Experimental CV’s (solid line). Scan rate: 100 mV/s.
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Figure 37. Plot of i (µA) vs. E (V) of the oxidation of homocysteine (3.0
mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in various concentrations of sodium phosphate
buffer containing 0.1 M NaCl at pH 7.0. Pink (15 mM PB), Blue (20 mM
PB), Green (25 mM PB), and Black (35 mM PB). Scan rate: 100 mV/s.
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When the electrooxidation of HCSH was carried out at pH 7.0, but at various
phosphate buffer concentrations, ([PB]), the catalytic current increases with [PB].
However, when [PB] < 15 mM, the CV’s were featureless, and efficient oxidation of
HCSH was not observed due to the slow deprotonation step attributed to inadequate
amount of the buffer base ([HPO42−]/[H2PO4−] = 3.9 mM/6.1 mM for 10 mM PB) and a
slightly high pKa of HCSH (8.9) [65]. Figure 37 reveals the participation of buffer as its
concentration increases in the oxidation of GSH. It is vivid that as the [PB] increases, the
peak broadness decreases, and the peak potential shifts less positively (more negatively).
The implication of these observations is: the electrooxidation of HCSH in the presence of
PB becomes easier with increase in [PB]. Other studies have shown that buffer assists in
the electrooxidation of biological molecules [174, 176, 177].
Driving-force dependence: Understanding the dependence of electron-transfer
rates on the driving force is an area of active interest [133, 135-137, 160, 174]. Recently,
the dependence of electrooxidation rate of tyrosine on pKa of buffers has been reported
[174]. In this work, four different buffers have been used: propionic acid (pKa 4.88),
maleic acid (pKa 6.24), N-(2-acetamido)-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (pKa 6.80), and
sodium phosphate monobasic (pKa 7.20) [175]. Based on Equation 16, a Brønsted
relation (log k3 vs. pKa, Figure 38) can be plotted. Over a range of pKa values of ~2.3, the
log k3 increases with the pKa with a slope of ~0.6. This result is indicative of a concerted
transfer of proton and electron to different acceptors [152, 173, 174].
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Figure 38. Brønsted plot of log k3 vs. pKa of the oxidation of homocysteine
(3.0 mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in 35 mM buffer solutions containing 0.1 M
NaCl by varying the pKa of the acceptor base. Plot was fitted to log k3 =
0.64pKa + 1.64 giving a slope of ~0.6. R² = 0.989. Rate constants were
determined from digital simulations.
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Figure 39. Plot of i (µA) vs. E (V) of the oxidation of glutathione,
cysteine, and homocysteine (3.0 mM each) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in 35 mM
sodium phosphate buffer containing 0.1 M NaCl at pH 7. (Green) cysteine
and IrCl63−; (Blue) glutathione and IrCl63−; (Pink) Homocysteine and
IrCl63−. Scan rate: 100 mV/s.
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Varying the pKa of these biological thiols (HCSH (8.9 [65]), GSH (8.6 [36]), and
CSH (8.3 [54])) can serve as driving-force for the reduction of IrCl62−. Many studies have
investigated the dependence of rates on thiol pKa [60-64]. From Figure 39, the catalytic
current increases with increase in pKa of the thiols. The rationale for this is that an
electron-donating group will increase the pKa, while an electron-withdrawing group will
decrease it [63]. Therefore, a smaller pKa implies a lower electron density on S atom of
the parent thiol. This electron “deficiency” causes slow oxidation of the thiol, leading to
lower catalytic current, for example, cysteine. On the contrary, higher catalytic current
observed for HCSH is a result of its electron-rich S atom.
Temperature dependence: In order to determine the activation energy (Ea) and
the reorganization energy (λ, energy necessary to transform the nuclear configurations in
the reactant and the solvent to those of the product state [155d]), rate constants for
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Figure 40. Plot of log k3 vs. Temp (K) of the oxidation of homocysteine (3.0
mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in 35 mM sodium phosphate buffer containing 0.1
M NaCl at pH 7.0. Rates were determined by fitting experimental CV’s with
digital simulator.
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electron transfer at different temperatures (10−30 oC) were measured, and then the
temperature dependence was fitted to the Marcus Equations 29 and 30 [178]:

kET = Ae−Ea/kBT
Ea =

(λ + ∆Go)²
4λ

(29)

(30)

kET, rate of electron transfer (M−1s−1); A, pre-exponential factor (1011 M−1s−1); Ea,
activation energy (eV); kB, Boltzmann constant (8.617 × 10−5 eV/K); T, temperature (K);
λ, reorganization energy (eV); ∆Go, free energy change (eV). The driving force, ∆Go, for
the electron-transfer reaction (Equation 21) was derived from the difference between the

HCSH
HCS• + H+ + e−

HCS− + H+
HCSH

pKa = 8.9

(31)

Eo′ = 1.34 V

(32)

standard potentials of the respective redox couples. The Eo value of the HCS−/HCS•
couple has been calculated by combining Equations 31 and 32. The Eo′ (1.34 V) value
was calculated from ∆Eo of penicillamine relative to the chlorpromazine (ClPz) halfreaction considering the potential of the ClPz2+/+ couple to be 0.83 V [179]. The value of
1.34 V for penicillamine was taken for HCSH because of their similarity in structure, and
that various thiols studied in the above reference recorded similar ∆Eo relative to ClPz2+/+
couple. From the relation Eo = Eo′ + 0.059(log Ka), Eo for HCS−/HCS• couple is 0.815 V.
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With the Eo value of the IrCl63−/2− couple at µ = 0.1 M (0.892 V) [180], a value of 20 was
obtained for the equilibrium constant (Keq3) for the reaction 21. Using the relation ∆Go =
−RTln Keq3, ∆Go = −7,422 J/mol (−0.08 eV). Figure 40 gives the plot of log k3 vs. Temp
(K) showing increase in rate as the temperature increases, which is indicative of decrease
in the activation energy (Ea), as well as decrease in the reorganization energy (λ) as
depicted in Table 7.

Temp (oC)

Ea (eV)

λ (eV)

10 oC

0.299

1.35

22 oC

0.283

1.25

30 oC

0.247

1.10

Table 7. Activation Energy (Ea) and Reorganization Energy (λ) for the electron transfer
from homocysteine to IrCl62− at different temperatures.

Isotope Effect: Electrooxidation of HCSH was carried out in both undeuterated
and deuterated buffer solutions in order to ascertain its oxidation reaction pathway. From
Figure 41, the rate decreases with increase in pH/pD. As already explained from Figure
27, this decrease is due to the deprotonation of the ammonium group (−NH3+) of HCSH
which resulted in the oxidation of HCSH deprotonated at the (−SH) and (−NH3+) groups.
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Figure 41. Plot of log k3 vs. pH for the oxidation of homocysteine
(3.0 mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in deuterated and undeuterated 35
mM sodium phosphate buffer containing 0.1 M NaCl at pH = pD
7.0−10. (Circle) homocysteine and IrCl63− in undeuterated solutions;
(Square) Homocysteine and IrCl63− in deuterated solutions. Rates
were obtained from digital simulations.
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Figure 42. Plot of k3H/k3D vs. pH for the oxidation of homocysteine
(3.0 mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM) in deuterated and undeuterated 35
mM sodium phosphate buffer containing 0.1 M NaCl at pH = pD =
7.0−10. Rates were obtained from digital simulations.
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From Figure 42 and Table 8 (data in the Table 8 are used to derive Figure 42), it is clearly
seen that the KIE decreases from 3.50 at pH = pD = 7 to 1.42 at pH = pD = 10. KIE value
of 1.6 and above has been considered as an experimental marker for CPET mechanism
[133, 140]. Therefore, it can simply be said that the electrooxidation of HCSH follows
through concerted proton and electron transfer (CPET) to both the buffer and IrCl62−,
respectively, at pH’s 7.0 and 8.0. Electrooxidation at pH 9.0 could be a mixed (both
concerted and stepwise) pathway based on KIE value, and at pH 10, a stepwise proton
and electron transfer (PT/ET) to the different acceptors. In conclusion, where the CPET
dominates, both the proton and electron are involved in the rate determining step, and
where PT/ET dominates the proton transfer is not the rate determining step (because it is
transferred well before the transition state), whereas the electron transfer is the rate
determining step.

pH

k3H (M−1s−1) k3D(M−1s−1)

k3H/k3D

7.0

2.13 ± 0.3 × 106

6.29 ± 1.8 × 105

3.50 ± 0.57

8.0

4.41 ± 1.3 × 105

2.20 ± 0.6 × 105

2.03 ± 0.32

9.0

2.24 ± 0.4 × 105

1.44 ± 0.4 × 105

1.60 ± 0.22

10.0

1.66 ± 0.3 × 105

1.22 ± 0.4 × 105

1.42 ± 0.21

Table 8. Rates constants for the electrooxidation of homocysteine by IrCl62− obtained by
fitting experimental CV’s using digital simulator. Experiments were conducted with
deuterated and undeuterated sodium phosphate buffer solution containing 0.1 M NaCl at
different pH’s. The KIE’s were obtained by dividing rates in undeuterated solutions by
rates in deuterated solutions.
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5.0 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The results described in this dissertation show that glutathione, homocysteine, and
cysteine are oxidized by EC′ reaction mechanism, a type of EC reaction in which O, for
example, electrogenerated from R at the electrode surface reacts with a nonelectroactive
species S in solution to regenerate R [155c]. The effects of solution pH and buffer have
been identified. While increasing pH of unbuffered solution did not change the reaction
mechanism for electrooxidation of GSH by Ru(bpy)33+, increase in the pH (5.0 to 7.0 for
PB; 7.0 to 9.0 for Tris/HCl) of buffered solution drastically altered the reaction
mechanism, resulting in splitting of the voltammetric wave into two. At the lower pH
values for the respective buffers, there is little or no buffer base, thus the electrocatalysis
involved the oxidation of protonated GSH. On the other hand, at higher pH values for the
two buffers, the electrocatalysis involved the oxidation of deprotonated GSH. This is true
for CSH, likewise.
The assignment of the reaction pathways was done by performing the experiments
in both deuterated and undeuterated buffers, as well as unbuffered solutions. The results
show that the electrooxidation of GSH proceeds through the concerted proton and
electron transfer (CPET) at all pH values investigated in unbuffered solutions with the
kinetic isotope effect (KIE) in the range of 2.60−4.00, which is consistent with the
experimental marker for CPET [133, 140]. In buffered solutions, CPET was also
observed for the oxidation of GSH and CSH with values of 4.09 ± 1.33 and 2.49 ± 0.06,
respectively.
In the complex case where the voltammetric wave is split into two, investigation
as to why the oxidation peak splitting occurs was undertaken. In order to confirm if there
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was no new compound formed from coordination of the metal mediator, (Ru(bpy)32+),
with GSH/CSH, UV/Vis experiments were performed in sodium phosphate buffer
solutions at pH values of 5.0 and 7.0. The resulting spectra show no indication of any
coordination of the metal with the thiol, as no wavelength shift occurs. Similarly,
¹HNMR experiments were also conducted at both pD values of 5.0 and 9.0 sodium
phosphate buffer. ¹HNMR spectra indicate that the titration of CSH into Ru(bpy)32+
solution did not result in any significant change in the proton chemical shifts of CSH or
Ru(bpy)32+, and no broadening of the proton peaks occurs.
Thus far, the notion of a new complex formation is erased. However, there is a
need to consider the thiol (−SH) functionality. The thiol is thought to undergo
deprotonation by the buffer allowing rapid oxidation of the thiolate anion, (RS−). The
proof of this is the voltammogram obtained for N-Acetylmethionine (N-Met), which gave
a single oxidation peak at condition in which the pre-wave appears. At this point, the
concept of general base catalysis surfaces, since the buffer is assisting in the
electrooxidation.
In the electrooxidation of GSH by IrCl62−, GSH was not observed to be effectively
oxidized both in fairly acidic buffered (pH < 6) and unbuffered solutions (pH < 11.5) due
to lower redox potential of IrCl63− compared to Ru(bpy)32+. While Ru(bpy)32+ can bring
about the oxidation of GSH in acidic solution, IrCl63− will require the assistance of a base
to carry out the oxidation of GSH. The oxidation of GSH by Ru(bpy)33+ from pH 5.0 to
7.0 entails a change in the reaction mechanism, just as the oxidation of GSH by IrCl62−
shows a change in the reaction mechanism. When the solution is unbuffered at 11.5 < pH
< 12, oxidation of GSH can be observed. The same can be seen for the oxidation of GSH
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when buffered solution is 6.0 < pH < 10. It was seen that the oxidation of GSH was
effective when the buffer solution pH is 7.0, it is expected that the oxidation rate should
increase as the pH increases. Surprisingly, this is not so, due to the role of −NH3+ group
in HCSH. As reported [19, 20, 22], and verified in this work, deprotonation of −NH3+
resulted in decrease in the rate of reaction between GSH and IrCl62−.
The concept of general base catalysis was clearly observed between GSH and
IrCl62−. This was further confirmed by measuring the rates of oxidation as [PB] increases.
The plot which is curvature in profile implies a change in the rate determining step as the
[PB] increases [152, 156]; changing from proton transfer (PT) as rate determining step to
both proton transfer (PT) and electron transfer (ET) as subsequent rate determining step.
Scan rate experiments done in 10 mM PB, pH 7.0, support the view of PT as the rate
determining step with the increase in the cathodic/reduction current as the scan rate
increases. Conversely, no increase in the reduction current upon increase in the scan rate
was observed at 35 mM PB, pH 7.0.
In order to determine the concentration of GSH by an electroanalytical sensor, it
is important that consideration be given to the concentration of the buffer solution used.
As ascertained in this work, for example, there is an optimum buffer concentration at
which efficient GSH sensing can be achieved, and above this concentration, GSH cannot
be detected successfully. This may as well be a result of deprotonation of the −NH3+
group as elucidated earlier. Deuterated experiments performed at pD = pH = 7.0,
indicated that the electrooxidation of GSH follows through a concerted reaction
mechanism with KIE value of 1.98 ± 0.10. This work has revealed that there is
dependence of catalytic current on the driving-force (buffer pKa). Experiments carried
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out at pH 7.0 shows that as the buffers are varied from maleic acid (pKa 6.24) to sodium
phosphate (pKa 7.20), icat/id increases but decreases for tris/HCl (pKa 8.06). The reason
for this trend is the contributions from the ratio of the base to acid, [B]/[BH+], or/and the
pKa. Nonetheless, when experiments were performed at the pKa’s of the buffers, icat/id
increases as well, but for tris/HCl. The decrease in icat/id for tris/HCl compared to PB (at
pH = pKa for both) is probably due to the deprotonation of −NH3+ since its pKa is close to
GSH pKa of 8.63.
In the last part of this work, the oxidation of HCSH could not be effectively
observed in sodium phosphate buffer solution, pH < 6.0. The involvement of buffer
component as Brønsted base was clear when the peak potential of the catalytic current for
the oxidation of HCSH shifts more negatively, and peak broadness decreases with
increasing [PB] at constant pH. These results indicate that the electrooxidation of HCSH
becomes easier with increasing [PB].
The electrooxidation of HCSH in buffers of different base strength has shown that
the rate of oxidation increases with the driving-force (pKa). Propionic acid with the
smallest pKa drove the oxidation of HCSH the least, while sodium phosphate with the
largest pKa drove the oxidation most. The Brønsted slope obtained is ~0.6, consistent
with CPET [152, 173, 174]. Amongst the three biological thiols studied, the catalytic
current was seen to increase as the pKa of these thiols increases.
Temperature experiments revealed an increase in the rate with an increase in the
temperature. This is so because there is enough energy provided for the reacting species
to interact more effectively. The calculated activation energy (Ea) and reorganization
energy (λ) increase with increase temperature. The reaction pathway for the oxidation of
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HCSH was assigned by experiments carried out in both deuterated and undeuterated
sodium phosphate buffer at pH = pD values of 7.0−10. The results show that between pH
= pD values of 7.0 and 8.0, CPET dominates; at pH = pD = 9.0, both CPET and PT/ET
could be involved, whereas PT/ET dominates at pH = pD = 10. In concluding, the results
presented in the three parts of this work will be very useful if sensors for GSH and HCSH
must be developed.
This work contributes to the long term active development of sensors for
biological thiols, GSH and HCSH. Because both GSH and HCSH are present in the
cellular systems, either can be interference in the detection of the other, and vice versa.
One of the future works is to qualitatively analyze one without any contribution from the
other. Second, experiments will be conducted on various amino acids that have the
proclivity of being oxidized. The goal is to selectively oxidize one amino acid in the
presence of others, so that only the amino acid will be used for the study of protein
oxidation. Similar studies have been conducted in which guanine is the only nucleobase
of DNA that metal complexes can electrooxidize [136, 137, 159-161, 181-183]. It is also
crucial to investigate the solvent accessibility of amino acids using electron transfer
between protein and metal mediator. This will afford the ability to probe the interaction
proteins have with other biomolecules.
Third, the reduction of glutathione disulfide (GSSG), the oxidized form of GSH,
will be studied. This will be a complementary study of the oxidation of GSH. It is
practically significant to understand both the oxidation and reduction of GSH and GSSG,
respectively. As the current interesting topics (CPET, PT/ET, and ET/PT) [133-144, 146,
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163, 164, 174, 176, 177] in electrocatalysis have been observed in the oxidation of GSH,
thus it is crucial to investigate these reaction pathways in the reduction of GSSG.
Fourth, the reaction pathways, concerted or stepwise, will be further investigated
in the electrooxidation of these biologically important thiols by attaching a base at the
electrode surface. Participation of buffer base has been observed in the homogeneous
reaction; consequently it is of interest to investigate what the reaction mechanism will be
at the surface of the modified electrode.
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7.0 APPENDIX

k1

AH2 + B

AH− + BH+

k−1

(1)

k1′
A2− + BH+
k−1′
k2
AH• + IrCl63−
AH− + IrCl62−

AH− + B

A2− + IrCl62−

k2′

A−• + IrCl63−

(2)
(3)
(4)

Using equations 1-4.
Kdep1 =

[AH−][BH+]
[AH2][B]

= 10

pKa(B) − pKa(AH2)

(5)

Kdep2 =

[A2−][BH+]
[AH−][B]

= 10

pKa(B) − pKa(AH−)

(6)

where deprotonation constants, Kdep1 is for Eq 1 and Kdep2 is for Eq 2.

−

d[IrCl63−]
dt

−
2−
2−
2−
= k2[AH ][IrCl6 ] + k2′[A ][IrCl6 ]

Mass balance: [AH2]T = [AH2] + [AH−] + [A2−]
From eqs 5,
[AH−][BH+]

[AH2] =
[B]10

pKa(B) − pKa(AH2)

From eqs 6,
2−

[A ] =

−
[AH−][B] 10 pKa(B) − pKa(AH )

[BH+]

(7)
(8)
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Substitute for [AH2] and [A2−] in Eq 8.
[AH2]T =

[AH−][BH+]

−

[B]10 pKa(B) − pKa(AH2)

+ [AH ] +

−
[AH−][B]10 pKa(B) − pKa(AH )

[BH+]

[B
pH − pKa(B)
+ = 10
[BH ]
[AH2]T =

(9)
[AH−]

1 pKa(B) − pKa(AH2)10 pH − pKa(B)

+ [AH−]

−
−
+ [AH ]10 pKa(B) − pKa(AH )10 pH − pKa(B)

[AH2]T =

[AH−] =

[AH−]

−
−
+ [AH−] + [AH ]10 pH − pKa(AH )

10 pH − pKa(AH2)

[AH2]T10 pH − pKa(AH2)
−
1 + 10 pH − pKa(AH2) + 10 2pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH )

(10)

(11)

•

− d[AH ] = k2[AH−][IrCl62−]
dt

(12)

Substitute for [AH−] in Eq 12.
[AH2]T 10 pH − pKa(AH2)

•

− d[AH ] = k2[IrCl62−]
dt
1+
10

pH − pKa(AH2) + 10 2pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH−)

−•

− d[A ] = k2′[A2−][IrCl62−]
dt

(13)

[A2−]
pH − pKa(AH−)
=
10
[AH−]

(14)

Using the value of [AH−] in Eq 11, substitute for [A2−] in Eq 13.
−•
− d[A ] = k2′[IrCl62−]
dt

1+
10

−
[AH2]T 10 2pH − pKa(AH2) + pKa(AH )
pH − pKa(AH2) + 10 2pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH−)
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Figure 43. Plot of icat/id vs. pH of sodium phosphate buffer (mM) for
the oxidation of glutathione (3.0 mM) by IrCl62− (1.0 mM). icat is the
catalytic current; id is diffusion current of metal oxidant in the
absence of glutathione.

Formation of [IrCl62−] from Eqs 3 and 4.
d[IrCl63−]
−
= k2[IrCl62−]
dt

+

k2′[IrCl62−]

[AH2]T10 pH − pKa(AH2)
2pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH−)
pH
−
pK
a(AH2)
1 + 10
+ 10
−
[AH2]T 1 2pH − pKa(AH2) + pKa(AH )
2pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH−)
1 + 10 pH − pKa(AH2) + 10

−
d[IrCl63−]
pH − pKa(AH2) + k ′102pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH )
2− k210
2
−
= [AH2]T[IrCl6 ]
dt
2pH − pKa(AH2) − pKa(AH−)
1 + 10 pH − pKa(AH2) + 10

(15)
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Figure 44. Simulated icat/id vs. pH of PB for the oxidation of GSH by
IrCl62−. Using the two deprotonation reactions of GSH at the thiol and
amino groups in the digital simulator. Keq2 = Keq2′ = 1.0 × 106; k2 =
4.0 × 105 M−1s−1; k2′ = 2.0 × 105 M−1s−1. id = 1.5 × 10−5 A.
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Figure 45. Plot of kobs vs. pH of PB for the oxidation of GSH by IrCl62−.
Using the two deprotonation reactions of GSH at the thiol and amino groups in
the kinetic data. k2 = 1.0 × 106 M−1s−1; k2′ = 5.0 × 105 M−1s−1. pKa (−SH) =
8.63, pKa (−NH3+) = 9.70.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
50 mM PB, pH 5.0. Scan rates: 100, 200,
500 mV/s. kf = 1.41 ± 0.2 × 104 M−1s−1;
Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.08 V; kh = 0.06
cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
50 mM PB, pD 5.0. Scan rates: 100, 200,
500 mV/s. kf = 3.94 ± 0.2 × 103 M−1s−1;
Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.08 V; kh = 0.06
cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of CSH in
50 mM PB, pD 5.0. Scan rates: 100, 200,
500 mV/s. kf = 8.86 ± 0.2 × 103 M−1s−1;
Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.08 V; kh = 0.06
cm/s; α = 0.5.
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0.06 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
0.1 M NaCl, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. kf = 9.02 ± 2.3 × 103
M−1s−1; Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.08 V; kh =
0.06 cm/s; α = 0.5.

E(V):1.2

Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
0.1 M NaCl, pD 7.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. kf = 3.01 ± 0.4 × 103
M−1s−1; Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.08 V; kh =
0.06 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
0.1 M NaCl, pH 9.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. kf = 9.29 ± 1.1 × 103
M−1s−1; Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.08 V; kh =
0.06 cm/s; α = 0.5.

E(V):1.2

Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
0.1 M NaCl, pD 9.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. kf = 3.57 ± 0.4 × 103
M−1s−1; Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.08 V; kh =
0.06 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM tris/HCl, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 500 mV/s. kf = 1.17 ± 0.4 × 104
M−1s−1; Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.09 V; kh =
0.06 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
6.25 mM PB, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 50,
100, 200 mV/s. kf = 1.00 ± 0.8 × 104
M−1s−1; Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.06 V; kh =
0.06 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
12.5 mM PB, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 50,
100, 200 mV/s. kf = 2.03 ± 0.5 × 104
M−1s−1; Keq2 = 1 × 103; Eo = 1.06 V; kh =
0.06 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 50, 100,
200 mV/s. k3 = 7.15 ± 0.1 × 105 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3
= 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pD 7.0. Scan rates: 50, 100,
200 mV/s. k3 = 3.62 ± 0.2 × 105 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3
= 1 × 106; Eo = 0.71 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
25 mM PB, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 100, 200,
300 mV/s. k3 = 4.78 ± 0.6 × 105 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3
= 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.

E(V):

0.9

Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
5 mM PB, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 50, 100,
200 mV/s. k3 = 4.91 × 104 M−1s−1; kdep =
1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3 = 1 ×
104; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
10 mM PB, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 50, 100,
200 mV/s. k3 = 2.44 ± 2.1 × 105 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3
= 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
10 mM PB, pD 7.0. Scan rates: 50, 100,
200 mV/s. k3 = 7.71 ± 1.0 × 104 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3
= 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pH 8.0. Scan rates: 50, 100,
200 mV/s. k3 = 1.32 ± 0.2 × 105 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3
= 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pH 9.0. Scan rates: 100, 200,
300 mV/s. k3 = 5.27 ± 0.8 × 104 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3
= 1 × 105; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pH 10. Scan rates: 100, 200,
300 mV/s. k3 = 2.49 ± 0.6 × 104 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.035; Keq3
= 5 × 104; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.

Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
0.1 M NaCl, pH 10. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k2 = 8.95 ± 1.2 × 102
M−1s−1; Keq2 = 0.9; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1
cm/s; α = 0.5. Representative simulated
CV’s for pH 5.0-11.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
0.1 M NaCl, pH 11.5. Scan rates: 50,
100, 200 mV/s. k3 = 1.75 ± 0.3 × 103
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.11; Keq3 = 2.6 × 102; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.

Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
0.1 M NaCl, pH 12. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 2.65 ± 1.2 × 104
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.12; Keq3 = 2.6 × 102; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PB, pH 7.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 2.13 ± 0.3 × 106
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.

E(V): 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5

Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PB, pD 7.0. Scan rates: 50,
100, 200 mV/s. k3 = 6.29 ± 1.8 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PB, pH 8.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 4.41 ± 1.3 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PB, pD 8.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 2.20 ± 0.6 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PB, pH 9.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 2.24 ± 0.4 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 3 × 105; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PB, pD 9.0. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 1.44 ± 0.4 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 3 × 105; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PB, pH 10. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 1.66 ± 0.3 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 3 × 105; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PB, pD 10. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 1.22 ± 0.4 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 3 × 105; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM PA, pH 4.9. Scan rates: 50,
100, 200 mV/s. k3 = 5.71 ± 0.9 × 104
M−1s−1; kass = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kass = 2.8;
Keq3 = 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1
cm/s; α = 0.5.

Simulated CV’s for oxidation of HCSH
in 35 mM MA, pH 6.2. Scan rates: 100,
200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 5.54 ± 1.5 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.004; Keq3 = 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pH 6.8. Scan rates: 100, 200,
300 mV/s. k3 = 9.87 ± 1.2 × 105 M−1s−1;
kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.008; Keq3
= 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α
= 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pH 7.2. Scan rates: 100, 200,
300 mV/s. k3 = 1.76 × 106 M−1s−1; kdep =
1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep = 0.02; Keq3 = 1 ×
106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh = 0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pH 7.0 (10 oC). Scan rates:
50, 100, 200 mV/s. k3 = 4.28 ± 0.4 × 105
M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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Simulated CV’s for oxidation of GSH in
35 mM PB, pH 7.0 (30 oC). Scan rates:
100, 200, 300 mV/s. k3 = 1.15 ± 0.2 ×
107 M−1s−1; kdep = 1 × 107 M−1s−1; Kdep =
0.02; Keq3 = 1 × 106; Eo = 0.72 V; kh =
0.1 cm/s; α = 0.5.
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